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Analytical studies and comparisons of analyses with ex= 
periments are reported for loads beyond the elastic range on a 
structure Gomprised of a series of parallel beams welded to the 
under side of a flat rectangular plateo Tables and graphs are 
given for determining the maximum deflections under load9 residual 
deflections upon the release of load9 load distribution to beams 2 







BEHA VIOR OF PIATE=BEAM CONSTRUCTION 
BEYOND THE ELASTIC RANGE 
Io INTRODUCTION 
10 Statement of' the Problem 
Design and soolysis of stl"uctUJres ~(j)mposed of beams welded to 
plates has been based general~ on empirical methods and oorules of thumb~ 
derived essential~ from the assumption that the structures remain elastic 9 
however~ it is felt that some plate=beam strucutres Gan be more efficientlY 
designed if a moderate amount of inelastic action is permitted a 
The structure considered consists geometrically of a series of 
parallel beams welded to the under side of a flat rectangular plate o It 
would be desirable to treat a more complex structure wherein the beams 
would be continuous over rigid supports such as the bulkheads of a sbip~ 
but such a problem would be extremely complicated, consequentlY9 the 
simply supported structure may be thought of as representing a portion of 
a continuous structure between points of contraflexure of the longi= 
tudinal beams e 
Only structures that have a fairly large ratio of beam stiff~ 
ness to plate stiffness are Gonsideredo It may be assumed~ therefore 9 
that a structure having a definite number of beams may rather accurately 
represent a structure having an infinite number of beams when only single 




20 Ob~ect and Scope of the Investigation 
The primary purpose of this investigation 'WaS to determine a 
method of analysis which would describe the behavior beyond the elastic 
range of a plate=beam system under a single concentrated load applied 
in the central region of the structureo The distribution of load to the 
various beams p the maximum beam moments and strains p the maximum plate 
strains p the maximum derle~tions under load9 and the maximum residual 
deflection upon release of load9 were desired o 
The effect of certain parameters 9 such as the ratio of beam 
stiffness to plate stlffness 9 the ratio of beam spacing to longitudinal 
span Yr~ch is called aspect ratio 9 and the effect of beam depth9 on the 
deflection characteristics of the structure was desired for central 
loads applied either over a beam or midway between beamso 
studies of the ultimate cap9.city of plate=beam systems and 
studies of the method of failure of these structures at ultimate cap= 
aofty were primary objelCts of the experimen.tal "W'orko Also it was be= 
lieved that careful study of the experimental data might help in the 
formation of a rational method of analysis e 
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IIo EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
40 Out.line of Test Program 
A total of four spe~imens werete~ted in the elastic and 
plastic rangs o Table I gives for each of the specimens~ the ratio 
of beam to plate stiffness~ aspect rati0 9 number of beams 9 moment of 
inertia of the composite beams 9 and the ~sition of load during the 
plastic tests o The span for all spe~imens was'oO ino and the plate 
thicknes~ for all specimens 'Was 3/8 ino 
The aspect ratio ws varied from a value of 0 0 2 for speci= 
mens one an.d two to a value or 0 0 3 for sperc;imen thr'ee o The total 
range of aspect ratio that 'WSs covered in the experimental and 
analytical work was from 0 0 1 to 00 40 The measure of the stiffness of' 
a beam relative to that of the plate 9 defined as H9 varied from a 
value of 9105 for specimens one 9 twoS) and three to a value of 36 for 
specimen four 0 For the type of pla te=beam system tba t -was studied it 
was felt that an H value of around 30 could be considered as a pract= 
leal minimume 
A simple beam strip9 whieh represented a composite T beam 
of each specimen~ was tested under a relatively concentrated load at mid= 
span in the elastic and plastic range for purposes of checking the 
method of measuring beam reactions and the load deflection character= 




5e Description of Specimens p Test Set=up and Eguipment 
Each test specimen was fabri~ated b.1 welding the free edges of 
the webs of a series of equally spaced pa~allel T=beama to a flat rect= 
angular plateo Channel sections were welded'bori~~ntallY to the trans= 
Terse edges of the plate in order to simulate the transverse stiffness 
of a structure baving more beams than the actual test specimeno Stiffener 
plates were welded to the webs of the beams and to the bottom surface of 
the plate near the ends of the specimen in the transverse directioD 6 See 
The T=beama that were used in fabricating a specimen were cut 
from I sections of HTS material~ the plates were cut from 124 x 90 x J/8 
ino STS plate materialo Both beams and plates were obtained from stock 
material through the Bureau of ShiPS.9 Department of the Navyo Typical 
stress=strain curves for the plate and beam material are shown in Figo 1.9 
and the average coupon yield strengths.9 ultimate strengths.9 percent elong= 
ations,9 and percent reductions in area for the various test specimens are 
als@ give~ Both the plate and beam materials had definite yield points 
and flat=top stress=strain curves up to values of strain at which strain= 
hardening begane 
Fige 2 shows the two types of test set=up that were used in 
testing the speGimens e Each specimen \re.S tested to a load of 200 kiPS.9 
which was the capacity of the loading frame show in Figo la,9 and then 




For the test set=up show in Fige 2a5) the end supports of the 
bea~ of each specimen were on rollers and the corners vere tied down 
to ~event upliftingo The rol~er supports rested on steel bearing plates 
which yere attached to concrete piers 0 Load ~s transmitted to the speci-
men through a 5 x 12 ino loading pad of bard I"Ubbero A hydraulic jack 
whioh pressed against the loading frame was used to apply load to the 
loading apparatus which rested on the bard 'rubber pad o 
For the test set=up shown ~ Figo 2b9 the end supports of the 
beams rested on rails which acted as rocker supportse Load ~s trans= 
mitted to the specimen by lowering the testing machine heade 
Strains at various lOGstions were measured with SR=4 strain 
gages and in some cases 9 where large strains occurred9 with a mechanical 
extensometero Deflections of the specimen were measured with mechanical 
gages e 
6 Q Significant Results of Tests in the Elastic Range 
Each specimen was loaded at midspan either directly over a 
Clenter beam or midway between cen.ter beams o The load ws limited so that 
all of the parts of the structure remained elastico The first specimen 
~s loaded at various locations across a transverse center line and also 
at selected positions at the quarter point of the spanG 
Strains yere measured throughout the depth of the beams for 
tests of each specimen and ~re found to be linear0 In computing beam 
strains it was assumed that the effective width of the top flange of the 
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compos! te beams -was equal to the spacing of the beams 0 With this assumptions 
the position of the neutral axis could be computedo From the tests the 
observed positions of the neutral axis of the beams were in very close, 
a.greement with the computed positions y ioeo~ the assumption that the 
upper flange of a beam has a width equal to the beam spa'cing is a sstis= 
factory assumption for the particular range of parameters that were con= 
sideredo 
The load position ~oducing maximum strain in the plate of any 
specimen was at midspan midway between cen.ter beams o The maximum plate 
strain for any specimen occured in the bottom fiber of the plate beneath 
the center of the loaded srea o As a typical example 9 for specimen one 
under an applied load of 20 kips the stress at this location was 809 000 
psio.9 when computed by the method presented in reference (2) 0 The observed 
strain from tests corresponded to a. stress of 129000 paio The theory was 
in error.)) on the safe sids 9 by ap~oximately 13 percent in predicting the 
mexi~ plate strain, however 9 a. correction for load distribution might 
have a~~o~ted for part of the difference o Observed plate strains at 
'WariC,'llS ctrJ.e~ l(Q)cations forr all specimens were checked against the theo= 
ret!cal ~t~ains that were ©omputed ~om references (1) and (2) and a 
5ati~faotc~ agreement was found t~ exist o 
Observed strains in the bottom fibers of the beams were 9 for 
all SpeCim6!11S 9 in very good agreement with strains Gomputed on the basis 
of t1h~ ~Ii],sJly~i~ pE'e~,eJnt&dL.ilm\JEl~f\~jf'~lm©~ (~l,o ,,;~:_:t1Pi~ali:@._pa:il:'.i~_@.n ::i® ~,gi w.®~ 11m 
Fig o 30 Observed and computed strains along the length of each beam are 




70 SignifiGant Results of Tests in the PlastiG Range 
Specimens one and three were loaded in the plastic range with 
the load at midspan mld'WBY between the two Genter beams 0 Specimens tw 
and four were loaded in the plastic range with the l~ad at midspan 
dire~tly over the center beamo The maximum deflections under load and 
the aG~~mpanying deflection upon the release of load are shown for a 
transverse Genter section of specimens one 9 two 9 tbres9 and four in Figso 
of load from the center beams after they have yielded is evidenced by 
the increased deflections of the beams adjacent to the Genter beama o For 
specimens one and three the two center bea~ yielded first at a load of 
about 60 kipso For specimen two the center beam yielded first at a load 
of about 30 kipso In all cases the difference between deflection under 
load and ac~ompanying residual d6fle~tion became greater as the loads 
Figso 8~ 99 10 and 11 show the transverse plate strains in the 
plene: of the plate along longitudinal lines in. the center regions of the 
5pe~irn6r..so Tbis dis~ributiCJ)rR of strain in the plan.e of the plate indi= 
~ateG tne type of membrane forGes that exist in. the platso The membrane 
fv~C6E nea~ the supports are compressive whereas the membrane forces near 
the ~.el1;tral zoegion of the plate are tensilso Fo~ sDi spec;imel1l. subj ected 
to any load the membrane Gom~essive forces combined with en.d stiffen.er 
. erfe~ts must equal the membrane tensile forces in order to satisfy con= 
ditiolffiS of stati~ equilihri'WEllo A study of Figso 8 through 11 'Will in= 




approximately to the sp3.cing of the beams o After yielding of the center 
beams OGcurs 9 the membrane tensile strains rapidly inc~ease and they may 
become large in comparison ~th the flexural component of strain9 thus 
indicating the importance of membrane action in helping to distribute 
load out~rd from the center beams o 
Table 2 gives the load taken by eaGh beam of any specimen for 
some value of' applied load o The beams were n.umbered GQlnse~utively from 
an edge beam transversely aGross a spe~ime~o In order t© measure the 
reactions at each beam SUpPOrt9 AX=5 strain gages were placed at the 
neutral axis of the beam near the support and arranged so that each gage 
was inclined 45 deg e to the neutral axis in the direction of prinCipal 
strains 0 Gages vere placed on both sides of the web of a beam so that 
variationg resulting from twisting of a beam ~ould be accounted fOT e 
Each Slp'Sc;imerm was loaded until a ma.rlm.uJm load 'WaS attairmedo 
. The specimens failed in a. sec;ondary maMar by OOGkling of the plate 
over the end supports between ce~ter beams o Every beam except the ex= 
terior beams of spe~im.en.s ons,9 tWOl,9 and three bad yielded 'When the max= 
imum loads of 376,9 385 and 359 kips ~re reaGhed~ all beams of specimen 
four bad yielded when the maximum load or 280 kips was reachede 
Simple beam strips 'Which duplicated a composite T=beam from 
~aGh specimen were tested in the elastic and plastic rangee The beams 
were loaded at midspan. with the same type of relatively ~Q)nGentra.ted 




found to be li~ear throughout the depth of the beams and the distribution 
of strain across the top flanges of the beams was fairly uniformo The load 
deflection characteristiG~ of a typical beam are given in Figo 120 This 
beam represents a composite T=beam of specimens one Olr two and bas a moment 
4. 
of inertia of 26 6 5 ino Tbe ~y.mb@l P i~di~ates the load at which yield= 
- y 
log riTst began in the battom fibers of the beam at midspano It is obvious 
that the load defleGtlOln curve far this beam may be appraximated rather 
accurately by two straight lines o 
8 0 Analysis and Summary of Imoortant Test Results 
The assumption of Gomposite T=beam sGtion whereby the width of 
the tap flange of the beam is taken as equal to the beam spacing ap~ars 
ta be a reasanable and accurate assumption for the particular range of 
parameters that \iH3.~ cons idered 0 Measured strains thrOughOlut the depths 
of the beams were linear 9 and there was reasonable agreement~ in the 
elastic range 9 between measured plate and beam strains and computed plate 
and beam strains based an the method af analysis ~esented in referenGes 
When the load was applied at midspan directly aver a center 
beam9 yielding first began in the bottom fibers of the beam under the 
load o When the load was at midspan mid~y between the center beams yield= 
ing first began in the plate und~r the load9 ho~ver9 the plate strain 
under the load never reached more than twiGe the yield point ~train of 
the plate material before the beams began to yield o Because Olf the rap= 




the yielding of the beams 9 the plata ~trains never exceeded a value of 
3 or 4 times the yield point strain of the plate material even ~hen the 
applied load to the structure was 5 O~ 6 times that load which first 
caused inelastic a~tion t~ OGGUTo Thus it is seen that the plate strains 
newer be©ome very large until a maximum load is rea~hed and the plate 
bnGkle~~ Hovever9 the bea~ strains may reach a value that is consider= 
ably larger than the maximmm plate strains for loads which cau~e plasti© 
actiono For example g the lred at which yielding of ths plate of spe©imen. 
one first began '¥3aS about = 35 kips 0 The load at ""hiah the two center 
beams rust began to yield ws 60 kips ~ bu.t at a l<»ad of 200 kips the 
the yield point strain of the plate materia19 while the maximum beam strain 
the beam materiale For larger l~ads this phenomenon became even more 
noticeabls o In view of the facts that the plate ~trains never be~ame very 
large and that the effe~t of a !lma.l1 amoUlll1t of plate yielding Ollm :maximulm 
~rl®©tions i~ ©onsiderably les~ than the erfe~t of beam yielding9 it 
~eems reaso~ble to say that the bea~ are the primary ~upporting element~ 
o£ the ~y~tem to ~©n~ider i~ a plasti~ analy~is or designo 
For st~ctures having an H value of above 36 and l©ad~d in the 
elastic range mo~t of the load is taken by either the center beam or the 
two ~enter beamB depending on ~hether or not the load is applied directly 
Olver the center beam or mid~y bet~een the ~eThter bea~0 But when the 
center beam or bea~ yield a portion of the load is transferred out to 




in the f~r.m of shear and membrane actione The aspect ratio appears t~ 
be tb® ~~t ~~~ta~t paraill~t$~ ~bi©h infl~@~~~~ th~ ~utwa~d dist~ibuti~n 
of lcad9 for in~~6asing aspect rati~s more of the total load i~ taken by 
the center bea~ and less is distributed out to the next adjacent bea~o 
The effeativs v1dth of plats for membrane 8Gtion appears t~ be 
8Gtion the membrane ~omponent of strai~ may become considerablY larger 
The 5tru~ture faib in a secondary manner by buckling of the 
plate between the ~enter beams over the end s~p~~t~o The safety fa~tor 
in the ~tru~ture yaS between 10 and 12 for the tests that were mad~o For 
of 35 ki~ applied at midsp9.n midwy betwrse!i1 the C9lmter besm!J o The max= 
imum load tlbat was applied to the specimeIDl. was 376 kips£) howeVef'9 at ImU;= 
imam l~ad the maximum defle©ti©ns were about 305 ino and the ~tructure 
would probably no l~nger serve its u~eful purpose Without repei~~e Never= 
thele~s~ such large safety raGto~~ ~ould suggest the e~onomic feasibility 
of an inelasti~ method of analysis and designo 
'When the applied load to) a ~pecdmen \m.~ sbows aoout five times' 
the Ma%imum possible elastic l©ed~ the large deformations tended to Ghange 
the slbape of the stru~tUl"e so much that the speaimel!], began to bebawe soms= 
what as cne simple beam whose moment of inertia ©onti~ually ©banged with 
inGreased deflsati©ns o The neutral axis of the enti~6 ~ySltem ~uld rise 




that the upper flanges of the ~enter beams were in tension rather than 
compwessi~n for very large loads o This phenomenon explains why the 
maximum lood taken by each specimen VJ8S considerably greater thaD. the 
produat of the number of beams in a specimen times the load required to 
~oduGe a fully plastic moment i~ one of the composite T=beams G 
The l~d d®fle©tioD characteristics of simple beam strips 
whi~h rspit:"9ssnted ~omposite 1=beams of the teSlt specimelnlS ~an be rather 
accnirately rspr9se:rnted by tw straight lines 0 The point of int6rse~tioD. 
of the lines Gorresponds to a load of 1012 to 1018 times the load at 





lIlo ~rlOD OF SOLUTION 
The f'olloring nomenclatUI"e is used throughou.t this l"eporto 
The long~ tudiMl direction is always taken as the direction of' the beams & 
Al ~ length of rectangular area of applied load o 
B ~ width of r~~tangulal" area of applied lcad o 
b ~ transverse spacing of beamso 
G ~ distance from neutral axis to extreme lower fiber of 
beamG 
d ~ total depth of composite beamo 
A ~ bh ~ effective tensile v1dth of plate for membrane 
s,GtioIil.o 
I ~ moment of inertia per unit of Y1dth of the orOS8= 
P section of' the plate ~ h3 
120 
E ~ modulus of elasticity of' the material in the plate or 
of the material in a heamo 
)l ~ Poissonus ratio of lateral contraction for the material 
in the pla.tso 
Er-
n ~ :.:E.a c5 measure of stiffness of an element of' the plate. 
I~ 
Ib ~ moment of inertia of the cross=se-ction or a longi= 
tudinal composite T=beamo . 
EI 
H ~ ~ ~ a dimensionless coefficient which is a measure of 
aD 
the stiffness of a beam relative to that of the platso 
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'\ E1b 
/\ ~ ~ ~ a dimensionless c~efficient which is a measure of 
EI 
of the stiffness or a longitudinal beam to the stiffness 
of an equivalent transverse beamo 
> 
I ~ moment of inertia of the cross=section of an equivalent 
tTansver~e beamo I ~ ap3 ~ 24 G 
k ~ spring Gonstant for longitudinal T=beam in elastic rangeo 
kl ~ spring constant for longitudinal T=beam in work bardeD.ing 
range a 
J2 ~ transverse width of plate between exterior beams o 
n :5 integer -w-hich may have any assigned valueo 
Cn ; generalized deflection coordinateo 
P § concentrated load appl~ed to the plateo 
.:~ .. 
~ :;; load value obtained by intel"secti(»D. of s pring constant 
slope kl with ordinate of l©ed deflection ~urve f~r 
T=beamo 
??7y ~ flexural beam moment when extreme fibers are impending yielding0 
m ~ flexural beam moment e 
v ~ total potential energy of loaded replacement structure e 
u ~ strain energy due to bending 0 
Il ~ strain energy due to membrane action 
w ~ potential energy of applied loade 
IJVl :; energy of plasti~ springs whiGh represent T=beams a 
1)""2 ~ energy of elasti~ ~prings VbiClh represent T=beams 0 




Yc ~ maximum po~sible elastic deflection of T=beamo 
Ys ~ permanent deflsGtion of T=beam after load ia ~e= leasedo 
y ~ maximum all~wable aefle©tion ror d~si~o 
$ ~ ~ dimSru;:i.0l1llSSlS gelllGrallill:ed deflsGtiOln Goot'dinate fhr 
first term in ~erieso 
c i? ~ ~ ~ dimensionless gene~ali~6d def19~tion ~oo~dinate 
for third term in series o 
t ~ Baus~hinger c~natant used in computation of residual 
defle©tions o See Figo 230 
ot~ ~ ~ faGtor which indicates a relat:i.OlDSIhip between the 
total applied load and the yield l©ad of' aIllY T=beamo 
~ ~ coefficient for derle~tion under load when load is 
between beams o 
~~ yield strength of web and lower flange of T=beamo 
C~~ yield·strain of either plate or beam material o 
8, ~ aDy elastic or inelasti~ value of straino 
(f; b2 
S ~ E~ == ~ dimensionless ©oerri~ient vhi~h relates beam Gh 




The ap~cximate method of s~lutio~ is based upon the following 
verse beam. whi~h bas a depth equal to that of the plate£) a 
ridth in flexure equal to half' the T=beam span and an 
effective tensile width eq~l t~ the spacing of the beame o 
The e~ds of this transverse beam are fixed against vertical 
or lateral displacement and this beam is a~sumed to behave 
elastiGally., 
b~ The longitudinal ~©m~site T=beams which have an uppel" flange 
width equal to the spacing or the T=beams are repla.~ed with 
Don=linear s~ings~ The load deflection characteristics of 
these s~ings are represented by two straight lins®o The 
value of ~ is taken to be lo15times the value or load wbi(!lh 
will ~au.se yielding to be impending in the bottom fibers of a 
beamo The elasti~ spring constant of a T=beam9 k9 subjected 
to a relativelY ~~n©entratad l©ad at midspan is assumed to 
equal 4902Elbo The elastiG spring constant of any other 
a? 
T=beam that is Iilot leaded dire©tly by external le»ad ilSl aSSUlmS( 
to . be 50&6EIbo These assumed elastiG spring ~())IllStan.ts giwe th~ 
$,3 
same load def19~tion ~haraGteristi~s that would be obtained by 
loading a simply supported T=beam respectively a~ross the centE 
fifth aIlld center thil"d of the beam lengtbo The inelastie Spril 
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Gonstant of a T=besm9 k19 is a~~um6d to equal Oo05k f~r 
beams loaded direGtlY by external load and Oo0645k for 
lSi 
Go The wlue of H is large en~ugh such that a strUGture having 
tUlI"6 having an infirmite number of beams~ 1 0 60 the load is 
nOit able tOi resch transverse~ ~~twa~d beYOInd its point OIf 
application to mo~e than the distance of a rev beam spacing@o 
do Strain distribution throughOlut the depths OIf the T=be~ and 
plate is assumed to vary linearly for elasti~ and plastic 
- conditions 0 
9 0 The aspect ratio may nOit be less than 0 0 1 or greater than Oo~ 
Because of the cOimplexity inwolved in working with the inelastiG 
behavior of a plate supported by beams and since the ~imary pn"p'se of the 
outward to the longitudinal beams 9 it is felt that the plate ~an be 1"9= 
plaGsd by a transverse beam without seriously Gbanging the run~tional 
SSp9rclts of the original stl"UCtta"9 0 The effective -width of plate t,(\j) rep= 
~esent a beam in flexural and memb~ane aetton ~s fairly well established 
from tests o 
The assumption that the T=beams 8Gt as ~on=linear springs WhOise 
load deflection chaI"acteristiGs are represented aJPpl"{)ximately by straight 
lines Gan be verified easily by assuming relatiwely Goncsntrsted loads 
acting on a simply supported T=beam whi~h has linear strain di~tribution 




tav up to the yield point or the material and bas nOl increase in stress 
for continued strains beyond the value of strain at the yield pointo Also 9 
tests of simple T=beam strips indicated that the load deflection cbaracter= 
istics could be approximated rather accurately by tvo ~traight lines o 
The value of elastic spring constant fOlr a beam loaded directly 
4902EI 
by external load may vary slightly from .3 b depending on the ratio 
a 
of the length of the loaded area-to the spa~ of the l~ngitudinal beama~ 
however~ r~~ the type of ~oncentrated loads considered the variation from 
this value 'Will always be small e 
Values of k were determined from studying the theol"eti~al load 
1 
deflection characteristics of a series of T=beams which had slightly 
different shapeso Also 9 tests of simple T=beams checked rather accurately 
the value of k ~ Oo05k for uniform loads aoross the center fifths of the 1 
beams 0 
110 Solution. for Deflerc;tion Configuration by Energy Meth@d 
Ao Case Ig Load at Midspin Over Cen.ter Beamo 
Figure 13 show the actual strurc;ture and the structw:oe which is 
assumed to replace the actual structure o Only the center beam is inelastic 
and it is assumed that only 3 longitudinal beams are sufficiently stressed 
to be considered in the analysiso For a co@rdinate system the x axis is 
taken along the length of the transverse beam and the y axis is taken as 




The energy stored in the center spring is 
If; -:. i 1: + Qc ( jl- ~c:.) + ~ ( jl-Ijj~' 
'Which upon elimination of constant terms reduces to 
The energy stored in the two elastic springs is 
(1) 
(2) 
The flexural strain energy of the equivalent transverse beam of length 
~ is· 
and the strain energy due to forces in the plane of the beam is 
The potential energy of the load P on the plate is 
W= .. p(~) 
"':ILl · 2. 
Consequently the total potential energy of the system may be written as 
v-= 
(6) 
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It is desired to select a derle~tion function y (x) which ~ll 
as aCGurately as possible the deflected shape of the structure 
h ~ll satisfy the natural boundary condtions 
( ~) - (~) - 0 
'/..'1:.0 ~ eJ2. (7) 
(8) 
satisfies the boundary condltions 9 and the integral between the interval 
(o9R) of the square of the derivatives of this deflection. function bas 
certain desirable orthogonal properties o 
Substitution of the above deflection function into eqno (6) 
yields 
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the series under an integral is expan.ded and squared then the integral 
. all Gross=pI"oduc;t terms 1<dll vanish and only terms with squares of the 
generalized coefficients ~~ll remain o SinGe 
the total potential energy may be wTitten as 
A satisfactory approximate solution may be obtained by using 
only two, term of the series 0 The total potential energy becomes 





the principle of minimum. JX)tential energy the magnitude of the constants 
calculated from the minimum conditions 




N = 4Q3 
t~e f'ollo,wing cubic aqua tions l"esul to 
4- MC~ + 3~MC,C3~ + 2. N C1 + C, (i..+ i ,)+ C3 (~- ~,)+Qo- p :. 0 
324 Me; +3loMc'~C3 +llD2NC3 +C.3( ~+ %,)+CI(~"" ~I) -Qo + ~= 0 
(12) 
(13) 
The above equations may be expressed in a more Gonvenient form 
by dividing eaGh term of both equations by Nh and observing that 
11:::. A - 3b 
N 8I - a.. h" 
(15) 
(16) 
It is desired to express the quantity ~ in a more convenient formo It 
N 
may be reGalled that 
I ::. 9 QtLc. 
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.. orm load on the center fifth of a com~si te beamo It \ISS 
assumed that 
(18) 
is the value of T=beam deflection at ~hiGh the slope of the load 
tion curve changeso (see Figo 13G)0 Substitution of the value ~ 
;(~t 
o.,..~ 1; 
(17) into eqno (18) yields 
0 .. 10'39 a: a-; 
Ec.. 
(19) 




If the value of Qo in eqno (20) is divided by N there Tesults 










by dividing each term. of eqn.s o (13) by Nh and observing 
ven in eqnsa (14)9 (15) and (21' one obtains 
~'108 ~ ~ n2. + 2 5 t-I'3". 5"1~\ A 5 + 123. 51!.)/{ 1? + 12.7b 03 A ~ S (1- Q..)'" 0 
(22) 
, H2.I(+It.z'Y(+ 13t..5{~)A,?+ I 23.'!;'M' A 5 + IZ. 7/'0.3 /..!S (i-I)= 0 
"~~.li.ULl .. .II. for ~ and JI( fr©m the a 'hove simultaneous cubic 
generalized coefficients for the deflection 
(23) 
transverse beam which represents the transverse centerline 
the actual structure o ~ and ?{ may be determined for any 
. h bas geometric properties described by the parameters 
define' 
Sand whic h has an a ppUed load as denied" by 0(., 0 
Load at Mids];Sn Midway Between Center Beams 
, .. ·J~~l Structures having an aspect ratio of 0 0 1 and 0 0 20 
,·.Figwre 14 shoW's the actual structure and the structure which is 
assumed ~. replace the actual structure o Only the two center beams are 
inelastic and it is assumed that only four longitudinal beams are 
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ly stressed to be considered in the analysise A coordinate 
is taken as ·shown in Fig G 14be 
The effective energy stored in the two center springs is 
energy of the two elastic springs is given by eqn6 (2)~ the flexural 
~rain energy of the beam of length JL is given byeqno (3), the strain 
-{ . 
~~rgy due to membrane action is given by eqnG (4)~ the potential energy 
of the load P on the plate is given by eqno (')0 Thus 9 the total 
. potential energy of the system may be wi tten as 
(25) 
A deflection function given by eqno (8) is chosen; this de-
flection function satisfies the boundary conditions specified by eqno 





A satisfactory approximate solution may be obtained by using 
terms of the ssrieso The total potential energy becomes 
If'- the total potential energy is minimi~ed and additional notation as 
defined by eqns e (12) is used9 the following cubic equations resultg 
4MC~ +3IoMC,C:+2 NC, + C, (O.Io~Oqg l+ /. SD9DZ ~,)tC3 (1.IIW4 ~-I.II ~o4 ~,)+ 
(27) 
+ 1.'1D2 12 Qo - P :. 0 (28) 
324MC~+3~MC~C.3+1102NC3+~(I.!O~02 ~+O.b'}Dqg~,)+C,(1.1I8D4 ~ - LlIg04~~+ 
+ P - 1.1'75"5'8 Qo:' 0 
The above equations may be expressed in a more convenient 
'" 
form by dividing each term of both equations by Nh and observing that 
(29) 
(30) 
It is desired to express the quantity ~ in a more convenient forma 
- N 
It may be reGalled that 
- (31) 
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load on the Genter third of a Gomposite beamo It yaS 
assumed tba. t 
~. '" 1.1 S- ~o..~ 
c 5'"0 • ~ Erie 
(32) 
y is the value of the T=beam dsfle~tion at whi~h the slope of the 
G 
deflection curve changeso (see Figa 14c)o Substitution of the 
of Io given in eqno (31j into sqno (32~ yields 
~ ::: o. 10 9 I o! u;- , 
Co E"c... 
Substituting the waIns of Y
G 
from eqno (33) into eqna (34) gives 
G";: I L 
f:) ::. S.I iD 4 4 ~ Ie ... 
\ol(o a..c 
If'the above value of Q is divided by N there results 
o 
Abu;!f Qo: 2b .. 505 ..- ~ - .. 
- (J.J E c.. N 
Thus by dividing eaGh term of eq~o (2S) by Nh and observing 
the values given in eqns o (29)9 (30) and (36) one obtains 
Il!: 5"7+ 108 : 5"P~ 2 ~ +Z.,o{~f? ~ + Z7Z 1!)A ~+ 2/s,slJs-1i ~ S (/. '1021 z.- d.) = 0 
(31) 




ct.= ..E. Qo 




Eqnso (37) are the gowerning equations for the generalized de= 
'flection coefricients fOT a structure loaded at midspan midway between 
the Genter beams and having an aspect ratio or 0 0 1 or 0 0 20 
(2) Sturctures having an Aspect Ratio of 0 0 3 and 0040 
Figure (15) show the actual structure and the stru.cture which 
is assumed to replace the actual structure e Only the two center beams are 
inelastic~ and it is assumed that only two beams are sufficiently stressed 
to be considered in, the analysis 0 Since only systems yhich have an H value 
of above 30 are considered and since the spacing between beams is rather 
large£} the assumption that only ,tw beams are stressed appears to be 
reasonable 0 Actually most of the applied load to the structure will be 
carried by only the two center beams until a considerable amount of yield= 
The same general tec~~que is again applied in order to determine 
the governing equations which re~esent the generalized deflection coeffi= 
cients of the ~tructureo The total potential energy is given by eqno (25)0 
A"deflection function givett byeqno (8) is chosen~ SUbstitution of this de= 
flection function into eqno (25) yields 
V=- - p(CI- (3)-~ ~ (CI ~ ~ +C34 ..... :!1"·)"'+ 2 Qo (elM... ~) + 
. ,. + Tt:\:r: (C,"2+ a,c~2..)' + 1T'4AE"' (C,2.+ 9 C;)2. 





only' tw terms of the series a.l"e uSled o If this total potential 
is minimized 9 the following cubic equations resultg 
(39) 
The abeve equations may be expressed in a moxee con.venient form. 
by dividing ea~b. term of both equatiQ)ns by Nh B,nd observing eqns o (29) 9 
(30) and (36) 0 Thus 
are the governing equations for the generali~ed deflection coefficients 
tor a structure loaded at midspan mid~y between the Genter beams and 
having an aspect ratio of 003 and 0 0 40 
120 Soluticns fOlr Generalized Deflection Coefficients and Midspan 
Def'leCltions 
The pairs of cubi~ equations given in eqns o (22)9 (37) and (40) 
define essentially the transverse centerline deflection configuration of 
a~strueturesubjected to relatively concentrated loads at midspano The 
eqUations are,9 of COurS6 9 limited t© the baSiCl ass1l5J.m.ptions governing the 
'aethod of analysis o These cubic equatio~s have been solved by the Newton= 
~.' "',!~pson Method(3) for a large X"ange of J=6rameter variations by use of the 
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. ::Digital Computer at the University of Illinois e Table 3 gives 
ot the parameters that ~re used in solving the cubic equations o 
~(22) S) (J1)~ and (40) were solved for ~ and '( for all combinac 
parameters given in Table 3 9 and the resulting values were sub= 
(8) and the deflsGtions at the springsS) or the center 
beams in the actual structure 9 were evaluated o All of 
tional work was done within the Electronic Digital ComputerS) 
e(U1SIll'tly the a.ctual beam def'leGtions at midSpiD divided by the 
t~~nefJS were pr'inted as answers e 
16 sho~ the notation used for any plate-beam structure e 
'results of the computational work are presented in Tables 
Tables 4 through 10 Gover cases where bla ~ Ool~ tables 11 
i~~ver cases where b/a ~ 0,,2; tables 18 through 24 cover cases 
"0(93, tables 25 through .31 Gover cases where b/s ;;; 0 0 40 The 
.. of the tables gives the wlue of' the center beam and nen 
"~.amdefleGtions divided "by plate thickness when. the load is 
The defleGtion YO may not exceed Yc for 
in order to satisfy the assumption that only the center 
will net exceed 1c except for Gases in 
c:(., is large or except in Ga.ses in which b/a ~ 0 0 2 
1\ is smllo The lowr portion of the tables gives 9 
':LOad applied at midsJFS.D. midway between beams C and DlJ values of. 
deflSGtions ~r beams G·a~d B divided b.Y the plate thi~kness 
tures having' an aSp9Gt ratio or 0 0 1 or O~29 the midspan deflection 
.. C.divided by plate thickness is given for structures having an 






The love~ portion of the tables als~ gives walues of deflection 
~~lICI>""'A.lood divided by plate tM~kD,ess when the load is applied at midspan 
between beams C and Do These values of deflections -~re not 00= 
tained from the analyeis pre'nously disGussed o ' Although the method of 
.analysis 'Was raths:r> a~Gurate foX" beam deflections it was somewhat in. error 
for deflections dirsGtly uruder the lOlad since some lo©sl plate yielding 
'ocourred in the immediate vicinity of the loaded aI"ea.~ consequentlY9 the 
··~ollo)'win.g meth<ad 'WaS used to compute the def'lerctio:rns under IOJSd when the 
load ~s between beams ~ 
There is little dlffsX"snGe in elastiG coefficients far fixed 
or clamped edged rectangular plates subjected to relatively concentrated 
loads which hawe alb ratios between 3 and infinitY6 (4) The elastic de= 
flection of such plates for central loads may be given in the form 
~= B Pb2.. 
f E.h~ 
whe~e a is the center deflection of the plate with reference to an edge 
~~d ~ is a coefficient depending primarily on the boundary conditions of 
the plate and the load distribution ares o In the case of a simply 
Sttp~rted plate s~bj9~ted to a Goncsntrated load at the center and having 
a ratio of 8./b of 3 0 0 the value of ~ is Ool8460~ For relatiwely Goncen= 
trated loads 9 i 0 8 0 where the ratio of a/Al is greater t~n about ; and the 
ratio of bIB is greater tlhan about 22) the value of f3 dOles nOlt wry 




Eqne (41) is no longer correct when yielding OCCUTS o Membrane 
develop and tend to prev.ent deflections from becoming excessively 
therefor95) the coefficient ~ bas been adjusted empirically by the 
of test data to account for membrane forces o Eqno (41) may be written 
~ is a function of the applied load o 
th~ 
The dirfe~e~ce between deflection under~load when the load ~s 
°Di,~waY between center beams and the derle~tions of a center beam at mid= 
span vas measured during tests of various specimens iii This difference in 
:~flectioDL 'Was substituted into eqno (42} as lJ.. and f (oL,)w.s then 
oo:c~~p1tede Figo 11 gives the value of ~ for any ol, value for' structures 
°baring b/e. values betwen 001 and 0 6 40 Although the constant P in eqno 
2 (42) was determined from tests the other parametel"s5) namely!!lL ~ 
Eh3 
vary in a rational forme 
It may be recalled that 
A= 24 I lo .. 
a.h~ 
o ~ proper Slubstitutio~ of the above values into eqna (42) it can be sbov.n 
that 
·(43) was used to compute a. component of the deflections under load 




ognized that theseaeflsctions are somewhat empirical and are based on 
. limited Ill.uunber of tests whereby the ratio of a/A was alwys 50 0 and 
1 
. ratio of biB ;as 204 for specimens baring an aspect ratio of 0&2 and .36)6 
specimens having an aspect ratio of OG30 However 9 for the t~ of loads 
t are considered small dirrsren©es in the si~e of the loaded area will 
·:·:aot appr'eciably affsGt the magnitude of the deflectioDo It should be 
" .. :~ . 
..• . 'pointed out that the deflsc;tion computed by eqn0 (43) is only a pu't of 
'1\' •• 
>ihe total deflection uwder the losd o The other part is the midspiIll. de= 
center beam, thU~9 the total deflection under the load is 
Gases 6. is not very large in. comp9.risOln with YD, there= 
!Or69 assuming YD to be correct9 ewen an. error of 10 to 20 percent in 
~ . will not necessarily cause a wary large error in the computation of 
:rOD 0 Values of YOD have been tabulated in Tables 4 through .319 and these 
values of YOD satisfy eqno (44) for each }:6.l"ticm.lar case that is tab= 
ulated o 
. 13'0 Map mum Applied Load Fer Elastic; Range In Beams 
Since the beams are the main supporting elements of the structure 
under ~onsideration9 it may be desirable to obtain a simple expression for 
~~ ·maximum load9 P©9 that GaD. be applied to the structure 'Without· yield= 




Case I g Load at Mids pln Midway Between Center Beams 
The same replacement structure and coordinate axis that is shown 
o 14b is again used o Assume 
(~) ::. CI~ti!r +C3 ~ ~ ) (45) ,x.=l~ 5 5" 
.5 





tltution of these values of C1 and C) into eqne (45) and observing that 
~:;; Q~3 = 24 <r; o! 
':Iield 5"D.~EI~ lS3 'Ec.. 
0.0948 
o. '1 S II + 0.5"'818 
were Gi:;: yield strength in psi 0 of beam material 
a ~ span of T=beams between simple supports 





~ ~ moment of inertia of composite T=beam 
b ~ s pacing of beams 
h ~ plate thickness 
') = 24Ib 
/\==:3 · 
ah 
Thus eqno (46) gives the maximmm value of P that can be applied 
structure at midspan midway between the center bea.ms without ca.us= 
Case IIo Load at Midspan Di~eGtly ower Center Beam 
The same replacement structu.re and coordinate axis that is 
shown in Fige 13b is again usedo Assume 
then 
(~) = Ct .... C3 i (47) 
-,...=1 
2-




~ -I 2 (N+ i) 
Subst!tut!o'n of these values into eqno (41) and observing that 
yields 
Q~t3 __ e t.: - .- 0 .. 0 9 0 3 5' a.. vq ..J~!e.id 4-9.2 E"Ib Ec 
0 .. 09035" c 
F?= c. 
lol .. lo4 rio + 98 .. 40 It, 
A 63 a! 
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the notation i~ the sams as that used for eqno (46)0 Thus eqno (48) 
the maximum load that Gan be applied to the structure at midspan over 
center beam without causing yielding of the bottom fibers of the center 
The walue of P G in eqno (48) will al-ways be less than that obtained 
eqno (46)9 thus 9 if it ia des~ed that no yielding of a beam shall 
The load position r~r maximum elasti~ plate strains is at mid= 
,~s.pe.n midway between the two Genter beam t> ~ !lh@ smal~~~.J of rsferenc;6 (2) 
l'r;::. ;.. . .' 
give ap~oximate formulas for determining this maximum plate straiuo 
having an aspect ratio greater than OGI in= 
.~~1astie action. first O'Cilcurs in the plate unds1" the loa.d~ however yielding 
does not eXGeed more than ab©ut 2 times the yield point strain of the plate 
~terial before the Clente1" beams begin tOl y1elo. o SinGe this small amount 
or plate yielding d©es nOlt lead t~ ap~e~iable asf1s'Ciltions OT plate strains 
it is felt toot it is not or primrury sJignificancs o 
140 Variation of Beam DeflsGtions with Parameters 
Tables 4 through 31 give values of midspan deflections for ~ombin= 
ations of the parameters b/s..9 A .9 (.i(, 9 and So These four p3.rameters 
eompletely desGribe the gsometrYq load intensity.9 .and the essential mech= 
, .. ". .. 
amGal pr'operties of the beam material of any plate=bsam structure 0 Fig~ 0 
~g tlhrough 21 S1h©1!!D typ:i©al ~'IJlr'Wes wlr..il~h describe the w,1"ia tiOln of the center 
,. beam deflsC1tio!lls -with each of the l.abowe mentioned p!l.rameters o 
Figo 18 shows 9 for various values oT 8 9 the effe©t of changing 
aspect ratio Oln the ©snter beam deflections when the load is at midspan 
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center beam such that r:L ~ 2 0 0 0 It is app3.rent that the 
straight fOlr Oo2~ ~~ 0040 Other curves were plotted 
values of A an.d 0(., and these curves were of' the same general 
those shown in Figo 180 
Figo 19 indicates 9 for various values of S9 the relationship 
beam deflections to the p:irameter /\ 0 . A typical case whereby 
2c O and b/a ~ 0 0 3 bas hee~ sho~o The load position is at midspan 
,the center bearne 
Figo 20 sho'Ws 9 fOlr variouSl values of A 9 the relationship be= 
center beam deflsGtions and the parameter S for a typi~al Gase where 
:-? 0 0 3 and ol; ~ IG5e 
Fige 21 shows 9 for various values of ~ 9 the loa.d deflection. 
of the center beam when the load is at midspln Olver the 
C:Slll'tel!" beamo A typical case were his g 0 0 3 and S :;; 0 0 2 has been sho'Wne 
Figs 0 18 through 21 have been presented in order to show the 
typical relationship of various parameters 0 TOJ pI"esent such figures for 
.all of the data. included in Tables 4 through .31 would indeed lead to a 
volumenous report, ho~ver9 the typiGal figures that have been ~esented 
~n~~ate that for the small increments in the parameters considered in 
,T~bles 4 through 31 a linear interpolation may always be used in order 
t ine o determ midspan der16~tions of structures having parameter values slight-
. '-
ly different from those presented in the tablss o For examp16~ suppose 
it is desired to obtain the midspan derle~tion of the Genter beam of a 
s~ructure lceded at midsps.n Olwer the center beamo The structure may have 




that dv ~ 1 0 6 and the value of S 1s02,,50 From table 149 a double 
interpolation yields Yn ~ lo232ho Occasionaly a triple interp= 
may be necessarY9 but sinGe all interpolations may be taken as 
it is a rapid prOC9SS e 
o Distribution of Load to Beams 
In order to analyze the problem of structures subjected to 
390 
at midSpan9 it is desirable to know the amount of the total applied 
. that is taken by each beam of the structure 0 If the magnitude and 
bution of load on any beam is known then the desi~n of a 'beam may 
:;'~~llfied considerablyo 
Case Io ~oad at Midspan Over Beam D* 
Compute the value of /\ for the structure 0 
A= 24 I6 - . 
a.. h''' 




where ~ ~ yield point of lower flange of beam material 
,E ~ Modulus of elasticity of beam material 
b :;g sp9.cing of beams 
h ~ plate thickness 
c ~ distance from neutral axis of composite T=beam to extreme 
fiber on bottom flange o 
- * See Fig 0 16 for designa tioD of beams 
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p ~ total applied load to structure 
and b/e are known the appropriate table in the group of tables 4 
31 may be selectedo By linear interpolatioD9 if necessary~ the 
tion ~ may be obtained from the upper portion of the tables~ then 
YD ~ h(appropriate table value)o 
load taken by the center beam is 
(51) 
... the load taken by the next adjacent beam is 
(52) 






Load at Midspan Between Beams at CD 
410 
the appropriate table and in the same manner as discussed 
pige obtain 




k - -=---..,;;;; 
.... a3 
taken by the next adjacent beam is 
7B 1~ obtained from the tables in the same manner as Y'c 0 
Maximum Moments and Strains 







The maximum beam moment will be at the center of beam Do The 




is defined by eqno (51)0 The moment in the next adjacent beam 
?n = .£ ~ QC (60) lIfe 24 




is given by eqno (59) and 
(61) 
the value of moment that 'Will cause yielding to be impending· in 
bottom fibers of beam D at midspano Find the ratio given by eqno (61) 
ordinate of the graph ~esented in Figo 22 and then obtain the 
E l/~ Y 0 E 1 is the marlmum strain toot is desired 0 
7 is the yield point strain of the beam material o 
The nondimensional curve shown in Figo 22 bas been constructed for 
of the general shape Gonsidered in this analysiso The curve is an 
of several curves for various T=beama 9 however» there was little 
~E'IJ.e~e between the shapes of the curves that were consideredo It should 
............ i04"'=JU. outs> however» the t the curve is valid only for T=beams and a 
curve should be constructed for other shapes of beams o 
A curve ~uch as the t~ shown in Figo 22 may be constructed in 




Case IIo Load a.t Midspan Between Beams at CD 
The maximum beam moment 'Will OlCCur at the center of beam Co The 
of this moment is 
The maximum beam ~t~ain at midspan of beam C may be estimated 
_ same mama!" as previeusly disGussed by obtaining the ratio m 1m c y 
the curve in Figo 220 
It is Olbvious that the maximum beam strain and moment viII 
occur when the load is directly Olver a center beam9 thus 9 fer a 
concentration it is only necessary to consider the load Olver s 
when determining maximum beam moments and strainso 
The maximum plate strain ~ll occur directly under the load 
l©ad is at midspan midway bet-wsen the c;enter bea:oos o Although 
-, ........... ,....1 data have ShOl'W'Il that the membrane forces in the plate prevent 
straina from exceeding around 4 times the yield point strain of 
material up to loads of about 6Q
0
9 it may be desirabls 9 never= 
to ba~6 an, appronmate methOld foX" estimating the marlmwn plate-
o The transverse ~enterline deflection configuratiOln for any 
given in tables 4 through 3l1~ the maximum plate strain may 
: comp.Ilted :from the geOlmetry of the defle~ted shape of the structure o 
purposes of simplicity consider the following structure to represent 
actual structure g 
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difference in length between the deflected length of the beam and 
straight length of the beam is 
J~ a flY.= ± (~) ix. () (65) 
tution of eqne (64) into eqno (65) yields 
(66) 
the transverse tensile component of strain may be epproximated as 
E - 0.2711 C ~ · 
T.... be., I .J 
:a~ x ~ ~/29 01 ~ YCD9 therefore 
(67) 
, YOD is the deflection under the load and may be obtained immediately 
the appropriate table o Usually in the analysis or a structure YeD 




The flexural ~omponent of strain may be approximated easily 
the G~ature of the transverse beamg 
(68) 
~""41""'~"''''I'\\~e equaticns are used to express the second derivative or 
respect to Xe It follow that 
EF = -b~C. ( 2 ~c.- Z ~c.D) / (69) 
ZS, ~ approximate flexural component of straino 
ctions YO and YeD may be obtained directly from the appropriate 
o Thus!) the total estimate of mrlmmm plate strain may be witten 
(70) 
a simple matter to estimate the maximum plate strain from the 
equation sin~e all quantities in the equation are immediately 
The maximum beam. defle~ticM eD81ting 11'5.\ the stl"uatwre UptJDl 
release of the external lood may be estimated to a reasonable degree 
accuracy by "Working 'With the a~Slumed load deflection. Gbaracteristics 
·a T=beame Fige 23 shows the assumed lOJsd deflection. curve at midsps.n 






rep!"9sents the recovery in deflection that would 
slope of the recovery line wre k9 (~R rept"esents the actual 
t i5 a constant whiGh accounts for the ooBauschinger Efrect~~ 
the permanent midspan deflsGtion of the beam after all load 
ado The "WaIns of .P for any value of y is 
p= Qo1" ~I J ' 
(71) 
Constant was determi~6d fr©m tests of T=beams made from 
. steel to be 10 6 0 Thu.s 
(72) 
at midspan Olver Beam D 
~ =0. 92. t./ - I. 10 ~ 
s JD' ~ 




y ~ mds pin deflection of beam C for any P 
C u:r 
Q ~.s-.. '(04 ~ ~ a..c... 
~from eqns 0 (73) or (74) the maximum residual beam deflections may 
computed easilyo For a roving Goncentrated load9 the maximum residual 




IV 0 COMPARISON OF TEST RESULTS WITH ANALYSIS 
.. ~ables 32 through J5 comp3.:r'e midspln deflections.\) moments.\) beam 
strainSl that were obtained from tests \d th ~omputed values 
made Oln the basis of the analysis presented in Part III of this 
:ror specimens one and th.'rr."ee the lOlads are of such magnitude that 
. Genter beams are inelaSltic~ For specimens two and four the loads 
magnitu.de that only the Genter beam is inelastiG o 
The first four columns of table 32 compare measured deflections 
n one with computed dsflsctions o The measured deflections or 
and the measured dsfle~tions under the load are in better agree= 
th computed values fOlr loads of 100 and 120 kips than for loads of 
80 kips 0 A t a load of 60 kips the center beams were ju.st beginning 
ld£! but at a load of' 120 kips they bad yielded considerablyo The 
difference betveen computed and measured deflections under load 
for a load of 80 kips 0 The meas'L1lJred value 'W8.Sl 0 0 81 ino and the 
d valu.e was 1,,08 inc The comp.lted midsp3.n deflections of the 
beams are in reasonable agreement with the measured derlecti~ns9 
cemputed residual center beam deflections are in excellent agree= 
. with the measured values @ 
The first three columns of table 33 compare measured deflections 
.specimen two with computed deflections 0 The load was a. t mids pan ever 




tions of the center beam ~s very good, there was never a difference 
computed a.nd mea.sured values of' 001"6 than. 10 p6rcento The computed 
measured midspan deflections of beams 3 and 5 were also in very good 
!'reemE3Dl.1Oo The computed end measured midspan residual deflections of the 
beam were in excellent agreemanto 
The first four columns of table 35 compare measured deflections 
specimen three with ~~mputad defle©tions o The dirfel"en~a between 
omCU1~ea and measured deflections under the load did n.ot ex~eed 10 perGent 
any loa.d increment consideredo The Gomputed and measured midspan de= 
tions of the tw cents!" beams were in rea.sonable agreement for all 
except the 80 kip load~ the Gomputed value was 00 74 and the measured 
vas 0 0 42 ino The center beams bad not yielded extensively when. the 
kip load was applied~ ttxoegularitiss ot material alSlo may have ac~ounted 
the differeDl.Ge 0 The COMputed value was?J ho'W'Swer?J OD. the safe side I) and 
larger values of l~ad fairly ac~urateo The computed and measured 
residual deflections of the center beams were in reasonable agreemento 
The first three ~olumnB of table J5 compare measured deflections 
of spe~imen four with computed deflections o All computed an.d measured de= 
. f1ectioM for this specdmen wre in very gooo 8gl"eemento 
Specimens one through foUl" covered values of A from 7S to 2019 
values of o/a from OQ2 to 0 0 39 wlues of S .from 0 0 17'9 to 004229 and values 
of ~ from 102 to 40 00 It is se9~ that in all ~ases the maximum computed 
values of deflection were in very reasonable agreement ~th those obserwed 




Load Distributipn to Beams and Maximum Beam and Plate Strains 
The portio~ of the total applied load taken by eaGh beam of 
. specimens one through foUl" has been tabulated in tables 32 through 35 
10 perGent and usually the agreement is 'Wi tbin 4 percent 0 The Gomputed 
loads taken by beams 2 and 5 are also in good agreement with the 
measured loads 0 It is, impCilrtant to knov the percentage of total applied 
load that is taken by a certain beam since the design of the beams can 
be made easily if the magnitude and di5tributi~~ of l©ad on a single beam 
is knoWD o The method of aDalysia does give the distribution of load to 
The maaS~6d midspan moment of a beam was determined fr@M strain 
measursmsn:ts taken throughout the depth of the beam at mid~ pano If the 
#I 
beam W~ s:.aeti{3 at midspan the momsIllt Was Gomputed by the simple formula 
EI'b 
M ~ =;=0 If the beam ws inelastic; at midspan the moment 'WaS Clomputed 
. through the U5,e of a moment strain tGUl"ve sbo'WIl'l in Figo .229 Clonsequently9 
the walu.e~ cf measured moments that are rSpOl:lr'ted in tablss 32 through )5 
beam moments we~e in reasonable agreement f~r all specimens 9 and the 
meas~d and computed beam m~ments for beams that remained alasti~ w~l'e 
also in Teasonable agreement o For a beam that is plasti©9 the maximum 
moment is ~imarily of walu6 for estimating the maximum strain in the 
bottom fibers or the beamo 
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The manm:um beam strains at md81pan were estimated by USe of the 
show in Figo 220 It is obvious that a slightina.~cura~y in the 
of m 'Will lead to a larger inaccuracy far the value of E 1 which is 
it is difficult to estimate accurately the 
~~~~ inelastiG beam straina Nevertheless 9 it i~ desirable to have 
reasonable eg,t1mate of this strain in order to know aPPl'o:rdmately 
region of the stress=strain curve of the beam material that coincides 
~omputed strains in Tables 32 tbJr>Olugh 350 For specimens Olne and 
the ~omputed maximum strains are in error on the safe side by a 
of about 20 Although thiS) differeooe appears large in absolute 
9 it still gives a fair indication of the extent of beam yieldingo 
exampleg for specimen one at a load or ]20 kips the maximum computed 
strain is OoO,S ino Jf.'El~ ino almd. the C301"z:'6sponding obserwed strain 
. 0(90)2 inop9l" ino Both ObS6:JM?ed and GOJmpUl.ted strains indiGate that 
in the Sltrain=hardening range but ~onsidrelrSlbly 
the ultimate strain capac;ity of the beam materialo Fo~ sp6c;imens 
is considerable dirfere~ce between measured and 
i:lllllJU't19o. maximum beam strains 3 how6wer 5) this dirf6ren~9 is not as large 
Specimens OX'j),6 and tbres e 
SpeGimens one and tmree were lClsded a.t midspan mid-wsy be"twen 
Clenter beams 0 The maximum plate strains o~c~ed directly under the 
Comp:3.l"'isons of computed an.d measured wlues of these maJdmum 




between Gomputed and measured strains for specimen one is fairly good~ 
the agreement is not quite so g~od for specimen tbres Q 
In genera19 as would be expected9 the observed plastic values 
of maximum beam and plate strains were considerably different from the 
c;omputed wlues~ but the compmted values were sufficiently accurate for 
estimating the general range of the magnitude of the strains ~th 
. reference to the stress=strain curves of the materials o The computed 
deflections and beam loads for the specimens wars 9 hovewer~ in good 




v 0 A METHOD FOR DESIGN 
The method of analysis ~ese~ted i~ Part III of this report may 
'desirable for findiug dafls©tioDSl) beam loadsl) and maximum s~ains fer 
existing plate=beam struGtures~ but 9 it is felt that 9 in additi~n 
a sui table method of analysis 9 a guide fOlr design -would be helpful to 
, structural engine6~o The following method for design is suggested as 
It Olf studies of va~ious methods that might be used o 
In rlev of the analytical a.n.d experimental studies one may c;on= 
that the beams are the main supporting elements of the system and 
" primary function of the plate is to distribute tbe applied load to 
Because of membrane forces 9 the plate strains seldOM exceed 
" ~ 4 times the yield point stJr'sin Olf the plate :material~ ©onsequentlY9 
felt that the plate ~trains are net tOle sign1fiGant and a slight 
plate yielding 'Will not be detl'imentalo 
If the maximum o~erload that will ewer be ap~lied to the 
e is taken as twirC16 the yield loed of a beam Co(' ~ 200) then the 
can be designed for the load Olver a beam ~incel) for the load 
beams 9 on,ly So slight amoMt of p'late yieldin,g -will occur and the 
will remain elastic 0 Also only one beam will yield if a design is 
?D tbis ba8is~ yielding of only one beam will be desirable in, case 
to be repaired o The safety faGtor against ~ollapse 





Normally in the desigru of a plats=beam system of the type under 
consideration the design engineer will know the value of the possible 
overl~ad that he must de~ign for!) the free span of the longitudinals 9 
the available stock plate materiall) and the limi:{hati~M Oln t~tal depth 
. , 
maximum deflsGtion of the strUGtur€l to some pires~l"ibed waluEl o The strUG= 
tUI"6 sho'iUld be des,igned su~h that the defls({;ltion under the lood WheIll the 
load is Olver a Gente~ beam ~ll be either ~lightlY greater than or ap~ox= 
imately equal to the derle~tion under the load when the load is applied 
midway between center beams 0 TOJ satisfy t1bi&S! GOl1mdi tionl) the fOlllowing 







Limitations on S 
OG)6 ~ S ~ 1 0 0 
0 0 ,4. ~ S ~ OoS 
003~ s~ 0 0 6 
0 0 2 ~ S:5- 0 0 6 
Dol,"!! S ~ 0 0 5 
Oo12~S ~ 0 0 3 
Almost any reasonably designed structure will have walues of S which fall 
witMn\ the limitations Sltated ab()lW9 0 
The quantities PS1 8. 9 ~ 5) E9 and limitations on d are immediat~ly 
kno~ to the designer o The limiting permi~sab16 defleotion corresponding 
to P can be taken as] ~ 0 The f'oll©Y'ing pr'(j)~ed1UlT6 ma.y be used f~l" designs 




(2) An estimate or limitation for the total depth 
of the Gomposite beam will be available o 
Usually d will be around one twelth the value 
of 8 G For T sections the value of c will be 
approximately 
c.= 
~ ~ distance from neutral axis of composite T=beam to extreme ribero 
d ~ total depth of T=beamo 
(3) By use af eqno (49) the quantities 
) (d..o:: 2.0) 
h ~ assumed plate thickness in step (1)9 may be Gomputedo 
(4) Figs o 24 through 27 haws been plotted from 
solutions given in Tables 4 through 31 for 
values of ciJ of 2 0 0 0 The quantity ~/h may 
-be computed. 0 Find the va Iua ,j /h on the 
abscissa of Figo 24 and for the value of A 
computed in step (3) find the corresponding 






s ~ value obtained from curvs o Repeat the process for each of 
. the curves of Figs 0 24 through 27 f!) When the wallle of b computed by eqn" 
:: (78) equals the value of bS) or b/a 9 fOJ'X' whi~h the cwrve applies then 
. that value of b is the desired "W8.1us and should be used o NOlte that b/Ia 
is 00 1 fer Figo 249 0 0 2 fer Fig" 259 O~3 fo~ Figo 26 and 0 0 4 for Figa 270 
If9 for the four FigureS$) ~o walue of b ~omputed by eqno (78) is reaSOD= 
ably close to the value of b for whi.ch the Figures were lClonstructed then 
step (1) was nOlt a reasonable one for the ~e= 
made by an experian~ed design~~o 
Illustrat1we E%ample 
Consider a deck Stru©twr'19 as) snow i~ Fige 2&.0 The bulkheadS! 
considered as rigid and the l©~it~dinal bea~ are ~ontinuous 
the bulkheads o A deck plate is welded to the tops of the l@ngi= 
"vw,'oI4.IbLBlals o Contl"aflsXUl"e p::»in.ts nEy be assumed to exist at points located 
or 002.8 from the bulkheads o * SUPJPOlse that the maximum oW'er= 
that will ever be applied to the structure is 200 kipso This load 
appli·ed only one or tvi~e during the ssrriGS of the structureI') 




The span between bulkheads is 25 fto and the va;l'il6 of a. is 
180 ino The depth of the I~omposite beams may not exceed 15 ina 
for clearance purposes o Plate material is available in thicknesses of 
1/29 5/S9 3/49 .1/89 and 1 ino Standard I sections having a yield point 
strength of 60 9 000 psio are available e 
Ao Design 
It is desired to design the Bt~ct~e su~h that a deflection 
or la5 ine will OGcur when the 200 kip load is appliedo Thus it is 
given the t 
p ~ 200 9 000 1be 
y ~ 105 ine 
E ~ 30 x 106 psio 
~ ~ 609 000 psio 
d ~ 15 ina 
(I) Assume h ~ 0 0 75 iDe 
(2) Assume d ~ l/12s ~ 15 ino 
Pa..c.. I::.--:::' 
b 9.11 ~ 
200,000· ISO - 11.5"3 = 7/S in.~ 
9,7/- {PO/ODD 
J\ 24Ft.. _ 2lf - 2. 00, 000· II. 53 :: 22 5" 
= ~.71~ h~"" 9 .. 11"£00,000-(0.15')"; 
~ = \ .. S :. 2 .. 0 
h 0.'15" 
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:: ~ S~ E" c.h :..~it\.. .. 
U; 
37. g 
b :. ~ 53 £c.h =~\~ .. 
3 0.; 
b ~ 002a ~ 0 0 2 x 180 ~ 36 inc f~~ this figurs 9 
and 02 computed equ.als 3704 iDle The values of' °19 b39 and 04 are 
considerably different from 189 549 and 12 inc respe~tiwelyc There= 
fore the desired value of b may be taken as 36 ino 
Sinch n9 a,9 b,9 \ axoe know the shape of' the beam may be 
!elsGted a~d the design ~ompletedo Figo 2gb shows the se~tion of the 
beam that has been ~electedo The I of this beam is 688 i~4 The I 




initial designo The va~ue of G for the section is 10014 ino The esttmate 
of c that was made in step (2) was lIe; iDc 
Bo Analysis 
The strucrtUll"6 may !1\OW be aIllal:r~ed on the basis of the l;Ilsthod 
presented in p:lrt III of this 1"sPOI"to The walue of b/s. is 0 020 
= ~o'lr?' ("3i.,j'Z.. :. 0.34 . 
30' ID"·lo.\L\-- 0.15 
Z. Of) I 000 = I. 8 2.. 0 
ID'1 J BOC> 
(80) 
From Tables 14 and 15 interpolatiOln for the maximum deflsGtion under the 
load yields 
b ~ _o.OS-''l-'1.2E:Ib = 2.<1(,,',30'10 '{,,8~ 




from eqno (51) the load taken by the center beam is 
(59) the maximum center beam moment under the load i~ 
rr; - '\ a... Q :. 4 '" ISO. 12.2/700:. 4; 800 ir'\,. KipS. -- D 40 D 40 
The ratio 
?rio ... 4,8aa :. ,,,18 0 
--m~ 4,0'70 
From Fige 22$) £, is) 400 and the marln:ru.m beam atrain ial 
ej 
£ 1 ~ 4 0 0 x 0 0 002 ~ 0 0 008 inQ per inc> (SS) 
The maximum residual derle~tion that exists when the load is removed is 
given by eqno (13) and is 
u __ 0 q ~ U - \ I Qo -:;. 0.92.-1.48- \./p ,10 9 .. 9 :. 0,. 35 jt'\.. ... 
J
s 
0 &;., J D .. co R I '14 .. 2.. 











~1.lD~~b~~ + ,~~O~~S 
~''1''{31o)'" (lBO)' 
For loads below 1169 000 lb o yielding of the beams will not occur and only 
a slight amount of plate yielding may occur when the l~ad is midwy be= 
tween the center beams ~ thiS! slight amount of plate yielding will not 
seriously affect the· functional value of th~ stru~tureo 
The method of deaign that bas been ~esented re~esent~ onlY 
one po~sible teohnique that might be used o For structures other than 
flight decks a different design te~hnique may be more de$i~ableo Since 
a rather complete method of analysis bas been giwen9 an ordinary design 
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VIo CONCLUSION 
Both analytiGsl and experimental investigation5 have shown that 
the primary and significant supporting eleme~ts of the plate=beam 
struc;tWt"6 considered are the longi tudiMl ~ompo5i te T=besms 0 The main. 
functi~n or the plate 15 to di~tribute the applied load to the beama o 
Si~@$ me~ane forces rapidly develop whe~ the plate begins to yieldv 
the ~trains in the plate seldom 8x©e~d aCout five times the yield point 
, ~train of the plate materia1p G©nsequentlY9 the plate yielding may be 
considered to be of ~econdary importanG6o 
Elastic ~trains observed in tests were in good agreement with 
those predi~ted on the basis of the anal~is ~esented in references (1) 
strain distributio~ throughout the depth of a T=beam was found 
to vary linearly for elastic and plastiG ~onditions9 and the effective 
width of the top flanges of the T=beams ~ould be taken as equal to the 
beam Sl pa~inga\ 0 
The appI"((JJximate method of a~aly.slis giwes xoatheJr" a©~'Wt"s.tely 
the mid~pan deflections of a st~u©tUTe which bas only the center beam 
plastic for' loads ovel" the centsF' beam and 'Which bas only the two c;enter 
beams pla~tic for loads at midspan mid~y between the center beams o 
.. These mid~pan derle~tions diwided by plate thickne~~ fo~ structures 
having aSp9ctratios between 001 and 00 4 ha~e been ~esented in Tables 




moments and strains g load distribution to beams 9 maximum plate strains 9 
and maximum residual deflections upon the release of load may be cal= 
culated quite easilyo 
A direct method for design bas been presented whereby the 
dimensi©ns of a structure may be sele~ted such that for a given applied 
load a definite amount of deflection will OCCUT o 
The ~afety factor against collapse for the maximum possible 
elasti~ load that Clan be applied to the stru.cture bas a valu.e of about 
ten or twelve~ therefore 9 it seems reasonable to design such structures 
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o of Beams 6 
60 
Plate thick o ino 00375 
~ in~ 26 0 5 
b/s 0 0 2 
Ii 9105 
~ 201 
Position of Midspan 
Midvay 
Load for Between 
Center 




OUTLINE OF TEST PROGRAM 
Specimen Nos o 
2 3 4 
7 6 7 
60 60 60 
00 375 00 375 00375 
26 0 5 26 0 5 10 0 3 
O~2 0 0 3 0 02 
9105 9105 36 
201 201 7S04 
Midspan Midspan Midsp9.n 
over Mid~y Olver 
Center Between Center 
Beam Center Beam 
Beams 
T-Beam T=Beam T=Beam 
from from from 
Speco1&2 Spec 01&) Speeo1&;4 
1 1 1 
60 60 60 
00315 00375 0 0 375 
26 0 5 26 0 5 10 0 3 
Midspan Midspan Midspin 








6 =0 0 4 
20 30 
1 -0$6 =0 0 8 
2 =0 0 3 =0 0 9 
:3 2.6 462 
4 1664 2407 
5 207 401 
6 .,..,0 6 3 =0 0 9 
7 =003 =0 0 4 
40 
1 0 0 0 76 
2 =1692 =2028 
3 12030 22 0 40 
-4 11&54 21038 
; =1092 =2028 
6 0 0 
18 
1 0 =0003 
2 =00 37' -<=>00 52 
3 101S 30;2 
4 6 0 96 12024 
; 2a15 3652 
6 =00;1 =0069 
7J 0 -u&O) 
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TABLE 20 LOAD 9 IN KIPSZ) TAKEN BY EACH BEAM OF 
SPECIMENS AS DETERMINED FROM 
MEASURED BEAM REACTIONS 
Load Applied to Specimen One in Kips 
60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
=Oe8 =189 =3 0 0 =3 e S =403 =404 =3 0 8 
=2.1 5e2 1205 20 0 9 28 0 5 3504 42Q5 
32 0 0 3782 4204 4303 4;~7 486 9 ;10; 
33 0 8 .36 0 2 4004 PI?'ii Ii!' ~o:J 4509 /In ~ "i>7o.c. 510B 
=201 502 12<»5 2009 2805 3504 4101 
=0 0 8 =109 =3 0 0 =.3 oS =403 =404 =3 0 8 
Load Applied to Specimen Two in Kips 
40 60 80 100 l2lD_ 14~ 160,~ 180 
=OeS· =0 0 .3 003 0 0 4 0 0 5 100 2 08 301 
=102 =3 0 0 =4 0 0 =305 =202 02 0 6 60 3 1301 
504 1502 2407 3309 4101 48 G1 4900 5109 
32..,0 3605 3107 3902 4109 4502 46 e 4 4804 
501 1;01 2401 3301 4004 48e l 490~ 510; 
=103 =209 =306 =305 =2 0 8 =100 401 1000 
=005 =0.,4 0 0 3 ij04 10 0 102 lel7 109 
toad Applied to S pa~imen Three in Kips 
60 80 100 120 140 160 180 
0 =0 0 92 =1 0 02 =1082 ~016 2028 2090 
=2 0 00 =2012 5G44 100 92 18e 28 22092 300 40 
32020 41 0 62 43 0 88 41084- 49030 53058 55016 
32030 43004 46064 51016 53022 58 0 22 60 0 68 
=2050 =1058 4e 04, 9012 14014 20 0 74 28 6 06 
0 =Oeb4 1002 1056 2028 2028 2080 
Load. Applied to Specimen Four in Kips 
22 25 30 40 50 60 80 
=000,3 =0 0 04 =>0 0 04 =0 0 06 =0 0 99 =1!>O4 =1011 
=0&69 =00771 =0 0 75 =0 0 83 0 0 91 1 0 04 2014 
4033 4,,94 5095 11021 160 11 206)06 21 0 88 
14094 16091 20 0 12 20058 21056 21098 24634 
4018 401S 5e 65 10 0 22 14627 11098 25645 
=0069 =0&8, =0090 =1014 =0 0 99 OQ96 2e1J6 
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FOR DEFLECTION CONFIGURATIONS 
C( = p ~ ~ 24Ib 
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FOR EQUATIONS (37) 
0( ~ 
2 0 0 9 2019 2029 205 9 3009 400 409 80y 1209 1809 2609 4009 1000 
00 W 
FOR EQUATIONS (40) 
s 






of load ~ Deflection 
Divided 
byh 
Relative stiffness of beams A= -40 
Aspect Ratio bl a = .Qd -
------~ __ ~p_-= __ ~~ __ ~~~~_r~~_. __ ~~~ __ ~~~~ ____ ~ ________________ ~ ______________ ~~~ _______ • ~ 
s = [Z,02 
E ch· 
_~O;~- 0.2 .00.3_ ·004. 0.2, 0.6 loO 2.0 
. -',J,.' . -. .. . . ::. 
1 2 C 0~0189 0;1859 0;2743 0;3581 0;4369 0;;105 0;7595 L,1823 
·0 D _ _°00308 OGJ,02,8 Oo£l4~5 ,0~5822.,. q;71i2 0.8:224 -=ex 102486 109587 
a a'l; 1,,3 a 000283 Oi,2743 0~3982 O~51~5 O~6118 O~703,'3 O~9965 1~~671 
l:U mdspan ,," . .P ___ 0.0A62 O.M:~ 0~6516 .2.&264 .. A~.Q..036 ~~1552 106449 20~6 00 ~ 
t?:.1 over 1 5 C. 0 00471 0$43.69 006.118 0.;;7595 0;8861. O~9965 1;3357 1.049 ~ 1::.:1 
f.P. Beam D CD P~~ ... O~a76L 00 7,,152 J,i.0~6 l;Yt86 1;4598 1;644;9.... 2i&128 ,2,;1333 » ~ (j) 











C and D 
2 0 C 0~0939 0.7595 0;9 5 101823 1;3357 1;4 71 1;49 2e4873 ~ H 
~ L 0(;1535 lo248~ 10646-2-,. 1112287 2112198. 24tA!t6 , ~e133;a . AQ2Z7,",~<4 0 ("} 
B 0~Oai"8 .,"" 0:0?4r-"""6;1059 . O;13is " - 6;152~'''d;i68i'T--~ Q6':201;3-- "'6:i8'"'~ ~ 8 
200 C 000373 0 0 3624 0;;5268 0;6761 0;810.3 0~9308 1~3083 1~87:G5 ~ tzj 
aD 0~062 O.61luo q 0; 0i201 1~175. 1;43!t 1;;680 2;556 _ "...,. .. 4;;368· ~ t:J 
B 0;0189 0;;1761 0;2457 0;3022 O~J48~ 0;3858 0;4846 0;5879 
201 C 000607 0~5738 OQ8143 1;0215 1~2009 1:;'3578 1~837l 2.,5628 
SW... 00087 .-9.8t6",,~.-1&208 1;2G:6, l;~ ~oij5 4~AOO 2~<Q187 
B 000300 0 02 97 0;3680 0~4457 0.508.3 0~~02 0~7038. 0$8891 
2,,2 C 000841 007677 1~6039 l~3095 1;5173 1;6968 2;2414 3~0761 
~ 0.111' 1;041 1;473 . 10855 2.;199. 2;515' 3.605 2,.i804 _ 
',~,B 0;0632 0$5038 0;6541 0'A.76e:7 0;8611 0;9387 1;1664 1;5062 . 
205 C 0;1539 1~2499 1;6431 1~9523 2-;;2080 2;42'7~ ;3;0926 4;1366 
_.' aD 0;18 1; 8: 2;10 . 2~ 68· 2~'8 ';' t "0'6· 7;'217· 
.,~ B O;~178 0;7855 00979 ~';12' 1;24·,' 1;3488 ~;. 57~ 2;142, 
3~O c 0;"26Sg 1;'8265 2a9]1. . 2;6609 2;9610 .3;2186 4;-0069 5~'2645 \ 











-'- .'-:~.-.. .. ·..r. ... ·--;-.:-.. T!""~~ 
_ COEFFIQIENTS FOR .MIDS.P AN' DEFIJOOTIONS 
Relative stiffness of beams A= 80 
Aspect Ratio b/a = 0.1 
_______ c~·~~mo~ __ ~~~ 
s = Ox P': 
.' E -ch ,-_ 
0'$02 ,0:2" ,003 ' O./~ ,0<&5 ,006. ., l$,Q '-.~ , , " ;,.72=.,0"-
.... _ ~ ............. 4 iii I 4= 
--------B---'-Oo-O-21~6--0-~2-1-33-0;3148 0;'4i13 0;;5d21 "Oi5srr2 aii!'?',! 1;-:37'82 
1e2 p 0~0221 ~ 0;3872 0;5719 0;74~E!. O~l14__ 1;q?.2~ r";'$J~88 " Z;4ir71" ' 
B 0 00321" 003148 0;4574 cr~5872 0-07047 ~114 1;1565 T~ 
,at 103 C- 0 0 0489 0~5719 Q~8?0!t 1;0624 ]";2779 1;4,703 'Z;_Q9Cn . '±lE.~""Q . ~ midspan 1-' l:. B 0~0540 0-;5021 0;7047 O~S771 J?00259 1;156'5 " 1;;5b3.~" 2;f.l~7" ~ ~ 
t?;I over tbjl C 0;;0981 0;9J,Yt 1;2779 1.5888 1;8262 2;;0907 2;81761 3}969Q ... ~ ~ 
tJ) Deam D , r B 000755 ,0.6669 0;9086 1;1061 1~2729 1;'4176 1;8b33 ~~;7~ ~ m ~ 101 P 0;1373 1;2094 1;6454 2;00% ~~2992 _2i52.'L~ 2';3) 12' 4,6.QSe ' ~ 1-3 
: 2@0 B 0;I'J77 0;;$771 1;1565 1;3782 1;5630 1;7~2.4" 2";~117 ,,2~99i2 ~ 
o _ .~." C 0 • .195$ 1.5$$$ 2.09CJ7 2.4!fl4 2~$172·· RAIOQ9· . ga9690 ·?~3459· ~ ~ 
1-3 ----.., B 0~0592 cro557£! O,~78g5 0;9852 1;15.37 1;290/1 1;;7:381 2;~820 ~ 1-3 







C and D 
~ SE~ .. ~lQ2- 1;05 .. 7.. ~ 1;2~7 b;28; 44 ... 4i402 • 2;798' Jq 4';;134, 7~'347',' tj tj 
- B 000186 0.1650 0;2227 ~$2669 003016 O~3295 0;4028 0;4872 ~ 
Z01 C 0;0894 0;;8116 1;1202 1;J742 1:;5880 1;7723 t';3294 3;1819 
QD .Q;;J41 J_;337~_1.;9Q7' .2.42k' ~i9PO' _ ~~3~;346 ~_ 4-;95~f 80'430' 
B 0"00305 0;2613 - - ~~q;j49-(j- ~~6;7;1't5~-- ~d~41jd -- ~d;510/7~- --O~b-553 0;8536 
Ze2 C 0.1196 100414' l:;/-I-b741~702d' 1;9480 2;'1596 2;8021 .3;8040 
CD 0.17~.. 1; ..587 ~225. 2~7V .3';312 - 3;7TC 2';5~Q' t;26'0' 
B 0;(X:/j7 0;5067 0;6573 0;7757 0;'8741 0;95'96 1;219B~6376 
205 C 0;2095 1~6093 2;0832 2;45/+5 2;7623 3;0271 3~S3S0 '5-~'1295 9P __ . (J.271 2.~~ 'J,;007 3.686 4-;~02 4;'675 " 6'~918-' '1+:~4~.~ 
B 001237 o-~8171 1;0312 1;2002 1~~3418 1;4646 1;8463 2;4662 
30 0 C 003569 2.2966 2-«;8691 3.3142 3.6834 4;0017 4;9822 6'.5601 


















TABLE 60 COEFFICIENTS FOR MIDSPAN DEJi"LECTIONS 
Relative stiffness of beams A = 120 
Aspect Ratio b/a = 0 0 1 
c( Deflection 
Divided 
s = cry b2 
Bah 
by h 0 0 2' . 002 003 001,. 0~5· 006 leO 2~O 
1 2 B Oe0220~O~ZT35 oCl3299-~e1~312 00;267 066165 0.,9249 104709 
4) • C 0&0453 0011466 0c.6585 0(>8589 looLao 102227 108176 208384 
1 3 B 000340 00 3299 004791 006165 007410 008545 lc.2271 108554 
$ C 000680 006585 089545 102227 104645 1.,6831 2~3875 305373 
B 000566 Oe5267 Oo7Lt09 009249 100852 102271 106765 204112 
IG5 c 001132 1.0470 104645 1~8176 201214 203875 302138 405286 
1 1 BOo 00 0791 007007.. 0095$9. .lo1123 - 1$3548 105146 . 2.0145 208247 
o C 001584 103866 108819 202850 266245 209186 311)8229 502572 
200 B 001129 oo921.~9 1.,2a'71 104709 106765 108554 204112 3,,3087 
. c" . ,O.c22S8 .. l,,8176, . 203875 2~8384 30213'8 305373 405286 601048 
trJ B 000053 000425 0.,0518 000548 01)0535. 000496 0.0202 =lY;Q?TI 
t:J 2 0 0 C 0.0790 0.,7179 009906 1 0 2140 L,Lt.D09 105607 200361 2 07400 
CD 00154 10467 20114 2~712 30273 30807 50780 100228 
B 000171 00 141t8 0.,1916 002269 Oe25.~7 002775 003401 004215 
at 21)1 C 001145 009953 103436 106235 1 0 858 200-572 206644 306074 
midspan CD 00193 1~782 20525' 3~197 30825 40419 60600 11~479 
midway B 000299 002397 003176 002795 004310 064753 O¢6ir6 0.8245 
between 202 C 0.1499 102440 1.6497 109721 202406 204718 3&1787 402982 
CD 0C)232 20062 2.878 30609 4~2a7 409Zf 7 Q271 12eL~82 Beams 
C and D 
205 
B . o~-OC4r--'- '0.,4860 0.6348 Oc755T 008589 009499 102366 le7 
C 002554 108477 203788 207881 301292 3.4239 403340 508003 
CD 00347 2 Q782 30765 40636 504,9 60196 80594 1~004o 
B 0~1218 008099 1.0371 102215 Io37!;1't 105168 10953U 2:ooT'Z6' 
300 C 004273 2e6090 302457 307445 401605 405207 506360 704419 


























COEFFICIENTS, FORJ }.pl>SPAN·DEFIEOTIoNS . 
Relative stiffness of beams.A = 180 
Aspect Ratio b/a = 0 0 1 
~----------~~----~--------------------------~--~--~--------~-----------------~----~ 
s ~ (] y b2 
E Cii 
~h .... . 










C and D 
B O~0233 0~2296 0;.3388 0;4427--=0;5468 0;6333 0;9547 =-1;5433 
C 0;05;20 0;5209_0;7658 0;2926 1';2097 _____ 1~40~ ""' 2~~(J77'J. 3~2240 
:a 0;0349 0;3388 0;;49~5 0;;63.33 0;7622 a'~88d7 1;'Z773 109709 
G 0,,0795 0;7658 1;1046 1;4086 1~'6810 1~9g64 2·~7164:-. !t~012Q.., (fJ !:d 
B 00"0582 0;5/ .. 08 0;7622 0;9547 1;1248 1 ":Z773 1;7713 2;6048 tx:l t:t:I 




B 0~08i4 0~7204 0;9903 1~2181 1;4160 1;5915 2~1518 .3~0815 H 8 
107 C 001852 1;5933 2';Yx9~ 2;;6013. 2;9829 :2;,:21ft2 i eU26 2. Q2780 ~!:d 
B 0~li60 0;95':-7 1;277'] 1:;'5433' 1;7713 1;;9719 2~6048 3;6424 ~ H 
C 002632 200773 00 2417164 2.,,,224.q~---20611-82 4.0150 2~1445 6&9!t9/+ 0 (;) 
B' 0 41 1061 0.,9152 102289 1Q4777 106828 108571 2-:Yt54' 301524- ~ 8 
C 0.,0029 OQ0170 000146 000080 =OQ0009 ~0~0113 =000575 =001684 ~ t:t:I 
DD 0~218 2~038 2&914 30764 40491 2 a> 227 7 ~991 140384 ~ tj 
2 0 0 
2.,0 
.B. . .0Q0144··· ,0 0 1157 001510 091783' 0.2004 0~2190 0~2739 0.,3558 
C 0.,1485 102144 1060U 109071 2~1608 Z<b3788 3410433 4'~0916 
CD 00266 2~394 303f72~u.~~_4~~ .. _5;~113 5~921 80947 1$ .. 900 
201 
.. , , , , . , . ,B. , ...... 000258 .... o 1II 2080 . OQZ]o3 0,,3325 0(.)3809 004238 005613 O(J)7951 
202 C 001907 1~4808 1419255 202765 2'05691 208219 3Q6013 4,,8551 
OD 0~314 2.~709 30767 40731 5Q638 60505 90739 110131 
, .. , ... , .B ........ 000600 ... ,004535· 0106008 .. 0~7250 008.3.37 009309102474 1,,7905 
205 c 0,,3159 201383 2,,7079 3(\)1580 305352 308630 408842 ' 6'e5494 
CD 0 0 455 30524 4(\)787 50930 7'~OOO 8 41 021 1l~8M 200499 
, .. , .. B 001159 ... Oe7Rg2 .,.100303 1'(J)2315 104059 1'05610 2 00584 .208924 
C 005182 2.09542 3<1>6596 402173 4(J)6853. 5~~0923 6'~3609 8~! .. 290 









































Relative stiffness of beamsi\ = 260 
Aspect Rat.io b/a = 0.1 
2 S =t:ry b 
E cb 
0.02 0.2 0.3 004 0.5 ~o~ 100 200 
B 0.023b~--Cr:--23r9 -- 0.3418 0.4461 0·5448· -~0.03B-2--~--O~1l----r:5919 
C 0.0623 0.6085 008894 1~1496 1.3891 1.6097 2.3444 3.6061 
B 0.0353 0.341H-O.4962 0.6382 0.76920.-a-~iO-6--- -1.)059---2-·0-0629 
C 0.0934 008894 1.2718 106097 1·9098 2.1791 300459 4.4862 
B 000588 0 .~J.i:8--- -o.rto9T- - 0.9671 101445 - 1-: 3059--r.BIITT---2-~7738 m 
C 001555 103891 1·9098 203444 207177 3.0459 400771 507545~. 
B 0.0823 007266 100040 102431 104543 1.6443 202634 303162 ~ 
C 002174 1.8135 204234 209193 303396 3.7064 408495 606959 ~ 
B 0.1173 0.9671 103059 105919 108411 200629 207738 309580 ~ 
c 0.3096 203444. 300459 306061 400771 4.4862 5·7545 707959 ~ 
B 001386 1.1245 104743 1.7465 109694 2.1587 207233 305799 0 
C =000002 =000115 =000241 =000385 =000535 ",,000687 =0.1279 =002553 ~ i 
CD 00301 2.746 30908 40991 60025 7.026 10.835 190800 ~ 
B 000107 000835 001095 001305 001483 001640 002137 002972 ~ 
C 001889 104426 108647 201955 204699 207062 3.4309 405891 
CD 00360 30149 40423 50606 60734 7.823 110959 21.645 
BOo0216 - 0-:-1735 b .2340 002860 0 03324 - -0:)140 0 . .5-15)- --00 7588 
C 002389 107246 202060 205853 2·9024 3.1772 400311 504226 
CD 00416 30498 4.866 6.131 7.335 80496 12·~97 23.155 
B 0 . 05Iffi~·· O.~l'7r 005645 0 .6921 0 08060 -O~909b - 1. 2,51+3--- T~8029 
C 003865 204227 300395 305298 309432 4·3041 5.4373 7·3053 
CD 00586 4.425 6.042 70534 8.948 10.310 150447 27.325 
B 001070 0.7631---Y.bl'70 -. 1 .. 2338 1.4246 -1-05900- --2-~I534· ·3.1028 
C 0.6219 3.2999 400727 406887 5.2088 5.6630 7.0874 9.4252 













TABLE 90 COEFFICIENTS FOR MIDSpAN DEFLECTIONS 
Relative stiffness of beams A = 400 


























s = u y b2 
. E ch 
0.2 002 003 004- -~()~5-~-- 0.6 1.0 2.0 
000235 002308 -003394 0.4425 0·5404- --0--:6335 009677 --L0321 
000773 007450 100759 1·3746 106446 108903 2.6997 400970 
000353 0.3391+--- (f~4921Cf~6335 --0~-7653~- 0.8891 103235 201535 
001159 100759 105130 108903 202218 205180 3.4734 5.0880 
0.0587 005404 007653~-~()--=907'r- --r~1:526 103235 109061 209628 gJ!:d 
001929 106446 202218 206997 301106 3.4734 406257 605361 ~ tx:I 
000821 0.7223 1.0059 1.2567 104827 1.6893 2.3795 3.5912 H m 
002693 201156 207865 303332 307996 402092 505008 7.6206 ~ 1-3 
001170 009677 103235 106321 109061 201535 209628 403410 ~ ~ 
0.3828 2.6997 3.4734 4.0970 406257 5.0880 6.5361 8.8931 ~ H 
~~ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ __ ~~oo B =000050 =000494 =000727 =000949 =001160 =001361 =0.2091 =0.3558 ~ 1-3 
2.0 C 001876 1.4020 1.7952 2.0977 203451 2.5553 3.1858 401541 ~ ~ 
CD 0.437 3.898 5·539 7·090 8·585 100043 15.666 29.114 ~ ~ 






C and D 
C 0.2495 1.7428 202094 2.5737 208765 3.1380 3.9454 502518 
CD 0.511 4.367 60145 7.822 9·436 11.010 17.065 31.492 
201 
B 0.014rr~--b-:T292- --- 0.1820 -- 0.2302 0.2748 - -0.316I1-- - 0-.4618 0.7383 
2.2 C 0.3108 2.0444 205735 209907 303408 3.6454 4.5991 6.1732 
CD 00584 4.772 60665 80447 100161 110829 180239 330453 
B 0.0Ii42~----Oo)722-- 0-05189 0.6506 0.7708 -0.881.r - - 1.2599 -1.9491 
C 004901 207945 304729 400160 404766 4.8807 601600 8.2946 2·5 
CD 00798 5,874 80093 100176 120176 14.121 21.560 390095 
B 000926 007277 o. 9961---~102310-- 1-.4411- 1. 6319 2 02632 ~--- Y;360-S 
300 C 0.7703 307496 406091 5.3005 508880 604034 800318 10.7278 
























C and D 
ex 






















Relative stiffness of beams A = 1000 
Aspect Ratio b/a = 0.1 
s = ay. b 2 
E ch 
o .02 0 .2 0 .3 0 .4 0 .5 c-b--:-6 1.0 2 .0 
000221 0 .2159 0 .3177 0 .4156 - (50 5101 -~~O:OOl 7 mo. 9443 1-~0823 
0.1336 101922 106422 200227 203546 206512 306189 503246 
000332 003177 004632 006017, 007343 005615 103309 203053 
002000 106422 201937 206512 300477 304014 405548 605790 
000552 005101 007343-- 009443 --~~1-=1.426 1.3309 200055 -303311 ~!:d 
003312 203546 300477 306189 401137 405548 509892 804118 ~ ~ 
000712 006907 009849 102567 105105 107490 205854 401b37 ~ m 
004,596 209210 307231 403838 409556 504647 701120 909238'~ 1-3 
001098 009443 103309 106823 200055 203053 303311 501841 ~!:d 
006451 306189 405548 503246 509892 605190 804718 1106511 ~ H 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 00 
B =000190 =001362 =001187 =002151 =002475 ~002772 =003785 =00570~ ~ 1-3 
C 003273 200918 205987 209811 303055 305774 404008 506875 1-3 ~ 
CD 00951 80332 110959 150467 180905 220297 350601 680087 ~ ~ 
B =000122 =000520 =000524 =000481 =000425 =000358 =000028 000820 ~ 
C 004209 204931 300813 305410 309247 402576 502950 700017 
CD 10077 90053 120921 160661 200325 230938 380095 720602 
B =000054 000310 000703- (Ll112--~b015-22-n -oo19~~-O-o3432~-'~-(i~-6-614 
C 005126 208485 305091 400323 404736 408598 600811 801343 
CD 10195 90668 .130739 170672 210524 250320 400181 760334 
B 000156 002714 004178 005568 ~6885 008135 102593 2 o 12b9 
20~5 C 001743 307392 405829 502641 508479 603633 800166 1008361 
300 
CD 10544 110439 160133 200665 250098 290463 460517 870836 
B 000519 006437 009388 1020130-~-104573------- 106885 204822 309341 
C 101633' 408948 509758 608573 706144 802845 1004318 1400595 




··C'iJEFFIG:[.ENl'S····FOR MIDSFAN DEF.LlOOT10~ 





nivided s = fi p2 
.. ~., E ch 
Aspect Ratio bl a = 0.2 
'by' h .. 0_ _ • ; _____ ._ ~ .. ... ___ 
_ ,_~-~~,-., ...... r~' •• ~ •. ~- ....... ..--.--..-~. ___ ,_. 0 ~402 . _________ O~ .. ~ • ,...0.;2 . . ."Q e!r., ~M~ __ ~ ...· O~L_-,-,--l CI 0.2 $ 0 . 
--~~-~~ ... ri- O;005~o:65i8-'--O~Og86 0;1169 0';145/,. 0;1i35'-- 0;28i3--0;5176 ~_Ch0172 0;1715 . 0.22,61 , .. _Q.~~:2.9l Q;42CJL... __ O;2Q9R__ O_;7.2?1L.~~).Q_ 
c 0~0088 0;0880 0;1312 0;1735 0;;2148 0;2551 0;4049 0~7173 
.:.:? ___ .. _. D 0.0258 0;2561 0;;3802 0;5002 ..2';6122 0;7253 1'; II§.2 l!WL 
. at C 0;0147 0;1454 0;2148 0;2813 0;3446 0;4049 0;6212 1;0468 
midspan 105 ... lL. __ .~_Q~.Q4.,30 0.42:.07 _ 0;615;2 O;795.~ 0;9624 1;-1162 1 ..i~17 . 2;5287~ 
, ,. -- -- C 000206 0;2012 0'~2942 0;3811 0;4625 0;5390 0;8071 1;3166 . 1~~ __ . I~. 0.0602 .. 0;2775 ---2~830Z 1;0562 i;25Er7 1;4418 2;0:2§5 ,3;0488. ga ~ over ~ Beam D 
C 0;'0295 0;2813 0;4049 0;5176 0;6212 '0;7173 1;0468 1;6515 $4 ~ t:rJ 
2v:O __ ~_1L_~ ................ _q.!..08g0·· O·Q79~~_. __ l'G11~_ 1;3.2..1~ I'~63l:7 _"",,~~~'55 2~2287 2~6641 ~ ro 
3
0
0 . G 0;0584 O~5176 -oi7l73 q~89l5 l;b4~S 1;·1876 "1;'6515 2;4518 ~ ~ 
H ~___ ~,._,~.~._?_~17l5 1~2212 ~:§425 ._~?~~~PAJ8 .~~~~~§Q24, :'3:6§4! "2.~L ~ H 




o 2"(1)0 C 0~0404 00,3836, 0;5468. 0;6~91 O;8~34 0'~9230 1.;2627 1';7882 ~ 8 
8 J~P 0;0)1 0059 .. '2. 0;860 1;107 1;2)2 1'0249_ 2:G~07, .2:;876 1-3 tx.1 
tx.1 B 0;0020 0;0192 0;0274 0;0346 O~04Il O;~71 0;0671 0;1038 ~~ 
t:1 2$1 C 0;0544 0;5056 0;7093 0';8823 1;0316 1~'1625 . 1;5700 2'~2212 ~ 
CD~ = , o __ Q.;CJ76 0;72;4 l';;Q3?' ~;3~9 Ae,S1S 1~817' __ 2';662 , keLt· OS ~ 
at =-----~B 0;0046 0;;0441 O~0635 O·~'0812 0;0976 0';1130 0;1673 0;;2745 
midspan 2G2 C 0;0685· 0;6205 0;8579 I'~'0561 1~2257 1;')742 1~8386 2;5948 
midtvay CD Oo02~ 0;$47" 1;199~. 1;21,9 _ 1;79L 2;;0;6' 2;975- 1t.;867 . 
betlveen B O~0125 .0,,1161 001657.' O~2113 CY'"'t&2536 O~·2934 0';4341 O~7089 
Beams 205 C 001105 009263 1;2387 1;;49.30 1;7091 1;8985 2~4960' 3';4913 
. C and D __ ..... __ 01) .. 20].).6_. {l;~172.· 1&18" 1';992 " .2;;3;41 2;926 .~ 3~790 6~019' 
. - B 0,,0256 t 0;2269 . 0;;3194 0;~,.031 0;4802 O;55~9 ~;8004 1;2660 
3<»0 C 0;1800 '1;3376 1;1331 2';0518 2;3228 2;5606 3';3146 4~5755 
CD' 0;;207 1;609 2;140'2~'594' 3_;001 :J;J75 4';671 7;288· 
B 0;0515 0;4223 0;;5824 0;7240 6;8518 0;9687 1~3608 2;056CY" 
40 0' C 0;;315$ 1;9515 2';4572 2;8640 3;200/1 3;5131 4~4719 6-e0604 























C and D 
TABLE 120 COEFFICIENTS 'FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTIONS' 





S := cr y b2 
B oh 
by h -o;oz- - ~o---;~ 003 Oe4 005 J o6 100 200 
102 C O,,0051ju-- -000574 0 0 0858 0 0 1138' 001413 001684 0-:2722 005052 
D 000253 00 2505 003714 00h877 005989 007048 100792 107806 
103 c - OoOOcr6-~o~-0858 001276 001684 002082 Oe2470 003928 007112 
-n 000379' 00371l~ 005440 007048 Oc8540 009923 104614 203036 
C 000144 Oolh13 0020B2 002722 003337. 003928 006110 100693 
D 000632 005989 0085ho 1$0792 102800 10461h 200573 301001 
- . 
1~5 
107 c - crQ!0~cr2- - --O~951 o.o~-------003694 0.04500 005269 008066 - - -T03772 
D 000884 008055 101211 103909 le6273 108388 205268 307196 
200 C 000288 002722 90392Q. 0 0 5052 0.06110 00 711~ .. 100693 10773S D Oc1262 100792 10h614 107806 200573 203036 301001 !~04670 
- - rru-~--o-;0?74~---~052 00711? rr~T~ 102285 107738 Y:;T6'j9---
300 D 0 02505 107806 203036 207319 301001 304258 404670 602092 
2 0 0 
B ""'oono29-~ ...,o-:;OZT1 ~Oob195 ",,0.,0902 =000690 =0.0692' =Oo01013'=()o16~~ 
C 0~0641 005814 Oo8Y27 009856 101403 1~2743 1~6823 203122 
CD 00106 Co998~ leh29 10821 2~184 20527 30770 6c488 
201 
B dO o0008 =000060 ~Oooo66 ~oooo63 =Oe0052 =000038 =000043 ~ooo~rr7 
C 000840 007337 009949 102075 103867 105423 200232 207964 
CD bo128 10171 10650 2 0 082 20479 20852 40207 (0164 
B 000013 ---000157 0 0 0260 0~0370 Oo04BJ~ O-o-059-ff - - -001052 002089 
202 C 001038 008735 101675 104049 1~6051 107795 203242 302213 
CD 00149 10327 10849 2,,314 20741 . 30142 4c596 701,65 
B 000075 -~ooOBoo 001214 001620 0&2015 002399 00;830 00684Ii. 
C 001628 102341 106031 108996 . 201512 203720 3~0743 402663 
CD 00214 10740 20361 20910 36415 30889 50602 90322 
205 
B 000180 0.,1840 002719 003554 004348 0~5105 0078?3 103255 
C 002597 107072 201664 205375 208547 301349 400340 505111 
CD 00314 20249 20980 30622 40211 40762 60746 100995 
B 000391 003783 0054I~6 006974 008391 909714 104299 2 0 2809 
400 C 004451 2oLt.116 3 0 0030 304841 3&8969 4 0 2620 504321 7 04099 

















of load OIJ 
IG2 
1~3 
dOEFFICIENTS FOR"MIbSPAN nEFLEcTiO'NS 





s =Oy b2 
E ch 
0002 .. .'002, .,002 ' 'JO,,4 ' ,"·~~2 _' ._0<»6, . ..: __ IGlO, . ...;m.~«19...; 
C ~--0-;0--0-5'"'!""'6 Q~0554 0;0827 O~'1096 0;1362 0;1623 O~2630 0;4940. 
D OQ0.226 &03200 0;4794 0;6117 O';7W___ O';8b69 1;'2,er17 2~ 
ex 0~008.3 0;0827 0;1230 0';162,3 0;2008 0;2.384 0;3817 0;7033 
p OQOA.89 0;!t7Q4u~ O~6733L. O~'8662 _ l;b~_q,§__ ~~'1916 1;;70~7_ 206148_ 
at a 0~0139 0;1362 0~20OS 0;2630 0;323.3 0;;'3817 0;6010 1;0763 
midspan 105 D 0 00814 0.ru7 100.';3_68 lQ'~F!r17 1;5077 1;'1047 2;J484 3'~lt826 
~ over 1 7 C 0;0194 0~1880 O~Z752 0;35a6 O;43~6. 0;5158 0;8017 1~4045 gj ~ 
t:r.l Beam D ~ D 0.1138 0~2820 If2222 1~6282 1 ;8~ 2~1122 ;2_08570 '401054 $3 lxJ 
tf.l C 000217. Oa26~.-O ~o~fll.rJ 0~4940 0;6010 O~7033 1~CY763 1 ;'8358 ~ tf.l 
r3 ::'~ .. _ ... ____ JL___ .. Q~ 1:2877 1/1047 2;;0496 2;;.24~L 2;;6:14S 3;;4826 A~2~ ~ 1-3 
!:d 0 c 0~0554 0 0 4940 0~703.3 0~8964 1';0763 1;2452 1~8.358 2~94;4 !:d 
H ___ ... ..,..,.,,"~...... .3G1 _.~ ___ D_." .... __ ~~Q . ~oQ42'€?~~&-!4S .~ '~2!qa.QL~~.a4826 ",2$3¥t08 "4~Q9982 "6o%9~ ~ H 
o --->«..,..,----=- "s;=z • - . -- ,."......-- . = . . -- 0 (') 
B -0 0 0046 =0~Q4.20 =O~05S6 =O~CY729 =0;;OS,7 =9;00/74 =O;il37 0 =O~2122 ~ 8 ~ 2 0 0 C 000810.007142 009'712 1~1796 1;3543 ,,1;;5049 .1~·9625 .,2~6711 ~ tr.l 
® __ ",>J~~JA4 . 1;340 1;911 2;43~ . 2:;920''' 3;384' 2~Q24 8-~2.3L tj t:1 
t:J B ~6$od29 =0.0226 =OQ0281 -0;0313 =00'0.331 000;0340 -0;'0322 cmO;0150 ~ 






C and D 
an ....,.00170 1;2/*0 2;162, 2;731 3';?22" 2;760 5;605 2~816' 
B -0~0012 =0'.;0028 0$0026 0;0102 0;0189 0-;;0283 0;0688 0;1701 
202 C 0 01288 1,,0405 1~3708 1;6348 1;S56'7 2;;01~98 206532 3c6513 
______ an ",Oo"l:,W . 1,,72~ 2;;293 2;998" .1£5'61-.--' ___ 4;092' 6-;061' lQf}46~· 
, B 0 90039 Oe0573 Oc;0944 0;1324 0;1704 n;20S0 0~3519 O-~{)671 
2Cl15 C O~1998 1;4367 1;8443 201708 2;41,,7:S 2;6912 J,~4673 4'~7941 
®. 0;2:76 2(;195 20982, 3;688 4-;344 4;%6- 7'c;~59 12,,'W1 
B 0;0125 0;1576 0;24~1 0;;3262 0;4067 0;4843 O;769P 1;351y7 
300 C' 0~3156 1;9523 2~4565 2;8644 3;213:S .3;5231 4'~;206 6~2429 
____ -_~.<n? . 0-.'297 2;765 . 3~676 4;491 d ' 5;348__ 5-;964' 8;2a9" 14:tl!2 
, B 0~0302 0$3510 0,;5200 0;6784 0-;827.3 0';%77 lc;4b32 2;4089 ~ 
/}oO C 0;5341 2~7199 3~3703 ,3;9017 4;359j~ 4~7657 6;0764 S·.3171 ~ 






















C and D 
TABLE 140 COEFFICIENTS FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTIONS 







by h 0«>02 O\!)~ Oc3- cOoll . "Oo,51}C)19-----~[oO ~C)O 
102 C, OoOOS-3-- --'n~DS24 ---o~a783--()~TO~~293 001544 002523 0-;rjEl9 D 0 0 0424 004106 005957 007644 009179 100582 lo52lJ+ 203498 
C 000188 000183, 001151 0,01544 001916 002282 003696 006945 
D 000635 0059S7 0081~9 100582 10 2484 104192 109772 209613 103 
C 000131 00 1293. 00 1916 O~2523 ~116 O~69b-- 005901 -'1--;01311 
105 D 001057 009179 loa48L~ 105244 1~7638 109772 206727· 309067 
C 000184, 001193· .002643, ,003465 Ooh263 005Q~,9 007955 . 104280 1~7 n .. ~,. 8'~U l.l~ l'~YJ8 1.8~ 2.1~1l 2.~1~ 2.2242 • 1-1.6578 C ' 0 0025 00 b 004 005 01 00 9. lo08ll 108920 
D 0 0 2101 1'0 52L14' , . 109772' 203489' 2067~ 209613 309067 505824 2'¢O 
3~O 
c--- Oc0524 004819 008947 008935 ~o0811 ~~-25BH-n-r~89Z()- - - 301194 
D Op4106 203L~98 209613 304670 309067 402999 505824 708039 ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~(. 
--'-B~ ~t)Oq84 =0 0 0567 ;;;oou778 =OQ0958 000 0 1115 =00 1256 o;;ooI72?~(J;259n 
200 C 000989 008531 101484 103854 105833 107535 202704 300736 
CD 00193 10792 20557 30264 30932 40572 60968 12oL~0 
B =000051 =000395 =0 0 0497 =000564---....{}~(Y610--u=Oo0642----c{)e06{38· =OeO-593 
201 C 0&1271 1&0!~1 103809 106492 108735 200675 206667 306356 , 
CD 0 0 225 2'oOZr 2$855 3&61, 40330 541015 70581 1341464 
r-u - O()o0038 C{) o0219 =0 0 0209 <=>0 0 0167 =0-;0105 ';'1J~-0032 Oo0322~-(J01300 
202 C 001552 102165 105878 1418829 2c13C6' 2034.59 300188 401346 
CD 00257 20238 3oi22 30928 40687 50413 80131 140359 
B =0 0 0001 =0 0 °31+5 =0 0 0673 =Oo102o~--Oo139-0- 001756 00319~ 006l~66 
205 C 0 0 2388 L,6532 201060 204679 207749 3~0447 309060 503851 
CD 00353 20790 30812 40743 50619 60458 90594 160761 
B OGoo67 001310 002137 002952 003772 o o 459? 007524 103781 
3~O C 00'3744 202186 2;:r?55 302261 306125 309549 5co628 609905 
CD 00496 30439 40606 50667 60663 7061.6 110165 190195 
B 000208 003228 Oc4937 006567 0~-81TIr---- 009596 1.,4900- 205309 









TABLE 150 ~C-OEFFIC IENTS FOR- ,MIDSPAN, DBFLEC'i' IONS 
Relative'stiffness of beams A' :;"26J Aspeot Ratio b/a ~ O~2 
position Midspan 







~)o~~~az~~ ~ 0 0 2 0 0 3 0 0 4 Oe? 0.6 1$0 - ···~·-~z;-o 
C 0;0049 u ~--Oe041f9 000733 0 0 09'('( 0 0 1221 Oo1li63 O~2420 0 .. 4708· 
D OG0537 0\')5112 007308 009249 1~097t3·· 102535 107611 206505 
U 000073 00 0733 00 1099 Ooll~b3 001825 0&2183 003582 006862 
D 00080, 0 0 7308 L~0137 102535 1 0 4620 106478 2024.97 303089 
'1 r:; C Uo012'2 001221 o~1825 002Li20 ·--O:'300b'--Cf.,3582 '00;801 100840 
~ midspan ,eo' D 001339 160978 104620 10761'( 2 0 0200 202497 209980 403319 
txJ oyer 107, ~ OeOl71 00 1705 Oo'25~8 00335.3 00 4150 004930 007895' 104464 
tJ) Beam D . D 001868 103954 L,8161 2016a-( 2 a i+5 t33 2tfJ7236 305927 501500 
1-3 2) 0 C Ooo~44 002420 = 0035t32 OcIt70B 005801 006862., 100840. 1,,9383 
~ G, D Uo2bbO l~//bl? 202497 206505 209980 303089 403319 60161.}.2 
H ' ~oO~c--=-== Ooo~-+88 004t08 ~ Oo~b2 008901 '100840 .. lo269~ ... lQ9383'~~-'3G2706 
n ~ D 005112 206505 , . ' 30,089, 3~553 ,4033.19 .. _ ,407595 ... 6.0~642, 8~6311 









C and D 
B ccO o0080 =Ooo69U =000951 =Ooll-62 000 .. 1,46 =001510 =002048 =003022 
2~O G Oel148 009801 1e3137 105804 108028 109>40 205750 304799 
CD O~251 2~337 30351 4&294 50196 60066 98361 170052 
B =0 0 00(1 =000540 =Ooob\jl cr',()Q07~1 =00'0863 =000Y16 =001023 =0.,1008 
201 C 001468 101910 105686 1013684 2~1:188 203352 30003, 400849 
CD 00289 2e>610 30698 4~707 50668 6«>594 10 0 101 180281 
'B =000062 =060384 =000420 =0,,0410 =000373 =0,,0319 =o~oo16 -' 0,,0918 
C 001787 103809 1e7549 2e1232 203984 206375- 3,,)846 4~6238 2t>2 
CD 00,26 201358 4GOIO 50077 60 090 70067 10,.,769 19 0 392 
B =00UO,4 000139 000426 000754 001099 001454 002t384 006242 
c 0~2734 108600 20,609 2o'(6Q~ -300993 303969 4,,3471 '509818 
CD 0$437 3tt503 40826 60046 70207 80327 1.2~'563 220414 
205 
13 0&0015 OtfJ 1067 0618"66 002680 0(1)3490 004289 00'133'2 103931' 
U 004269 204784 300911 305B64 4t>Ol12 403878 506078 707414 
CD 0$60'; 40241 50735 7 Ql12 841418 90676 14,,422 25~369 
300 
B 0 0 0124 002962 OoI,J.btil Oe>b34.3-·-U079f.0-·~~nO()9J.IT9~·-~-IoS(j{'7 . 2~6339 ~ 
J. -() ~ 0,,7117 ~e~q'70 401SL4 408229 503883 508860 7 e~o63 lqo~2?9 "P 
m~ 
t.x:I ~ t.tJ 


















TABLE 16G COEF..FIC_IENTS 'FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTIONS 






















Aspeot Ratio b/a ~ 002 
S § oY b2 
=-= 
E ch 
rr;-U2- -- - --- -O;Z-------l)()3 " 004 005 006 lot) 2o~ 
G, , OoQ9,43_ ._ , , o_"o44Q 000666, O.c.®.97 . '. O,oJl~9 . __ O.o_13~ 002297 004579 
D 000700 006486 0,,9102 101345 103303 105046 200663 300401 
cr 000065 000661 001013 001362 001713 Oc2064 003450 Oo67~ 
D 001048 009102 102355 105046 107361 ,109410 206014 307613 
c 000108 O~1129 001713 0~2297 002876 003450 '0=568, 100859 
D 001471 lQ3303 107361 200663 203498 2'G5014 304206 4e8856 
C 000152 001595 002413 O~3221 004017 004801 007816. 104647 
D 0021~ 106624 201261 205039 ~ _ 2 0 B2g7 3 o 12()1 4&0726 531895 gj ~ 
2: ~O~~~C~ 00021B 0 0 2297 003450 004579 005683 006762 100858 109867 § tT:1 
o D 003425 20066, 2060~4 3~o401 304206 307613 408856 609114 ~ m 
:; a C 000440 o¢t~579 o06T62 008852 le~ 102787 J 09867 30[:·379 t~ 8 
¢ D 006486 300401 307613 403611 408856 503575 60~174 906966 ~I ~ 
<~~--=----~--="'~=-~""!r'-4~""--~~~-~....."....,,~-=--a<"""""'~--=_~~_~ , ~ ~'=-i B =000097 =000843 =00114, =001396 =001613 =001806 =O;243y----=0035~o 0 
C 001317 101255 105092 lo~J1:4 2,,0726 202930 2096:;6 400099 ~ &-3 
CD 00341 30213 40641 50992- 7 «1293 80557 130404 240890 '-3 t8 
B c{) 0 0092 =O~'07'15 =0 0 0912 =001052 =0 0 1157 =O~12::S8 =OolTi2lf"" =0.,F?17 ~ t:j 
C Oe16'78 1'0361':)>>' ls791.17 20 1379 fi4211l~ F\ ,. " , - ' I ~ CD 0-0386 . 3·o54r· 5o'crr1' ... ~ 60506 ' ' , . '7:S8ri' 9:~~1:' ~:~9f 2~~~i'?f 
A A')I; Pi A X;; X A xi;q; A Ai df7!< 
200 
2e1 
B -----;;0-;0087 =000574 =0 0 0663 --;;;U;(J75~~(J;oooo =tJ<IIUOOV =\JoU4CCi) =UoU4.?':1 
2012, . C .. , 9.~.~O3.8, , .. ~~5755 _ , ' 2 o ()479., " . .F},.4.2~~., .. g.~13.51. " 3.00079 3 .. 08514 562645 
CD 00 431 30841 5~456 6~96680h16 9,,824 150217 Z7 Q984 
B =00007.1 =000099 000136 0,,0428 0(10149 001086 Oo24Qo 0<>5923 
2a>5 .9 . P,~J)'P5, .... _,~_~Jl.g:]_ .' ,,'_ ?o.Qf)PJ", ., 3.0;t3J9.3.o5144 .. ' . 3,()~5P)' . ,4092,p~ 6,07623 
CD O~563 40641 6 0 472 80188 90834-' 110}-l34 170561 320042 
B ",,000041 OQ07BO 061537 5~332 003136 00 3938 007053 -T;4014 
3 ~O C 01)4835 208043 3, ~4937. ' .. 400501 . 4. 0 5FP7- 409491 6,03178 807194 
CD 00754' 50516 7c562 90474 110307 13~085 19~87a 350839 
B 000033 002637 004351 006040 007685 O~92aO teSlae 2,,742~ 
4QO c 00B041 308287 407100 ,;4322 600572 606148 804352 1106310 00 











r~_H __ ._" __ " ..... Q J. PL ... ~ _' .. iLL. -.t ... J .. J 
-~ .• "'-'''.-'-''''<.-'''':-~~ 
TABLE 170 COEFFICIENTS FOR MIDS'PAN DElf'LECTIONS 
Relative stiffness of beams A ~ 1000 Aspect Ratio b/a. ~ o"e 
Position Midspan 
s ~ Oy b2 of load ~ Deflection 
Divided 
by h 
_ ...... ,t. .. _, """.0'--, 
E ch 
0002 002· ..... ·003 .... , 004· . 'OQ5 . ··006 ,~~- 100' 2~O 
~~~~1-o--2~~~' ""'=.C-~~-~0~flo~6~·29'::""'"" o G0322. 000511 Oo~713 000924 0 0 114.0 002030 004293 
u 00111, 009811 105384 1@6337 108862 201084 208143 400230 
~----.o,--"",_. "":lfd oooorl4 000511 000818 0011'39 00 Ira 0 001805-.' 0&3162 006522 
u 001666 L,j384 10'/644 201084 204007 2065'(( 304799 409134 
-~~~c~ 0000'/4 O~0924 o:TIi70' 002030 002595 003162 Oo54llJ. . 100819 
1,,5 D Oo£?758 10cH362 20L~oo7 208Jl~3 301675 3oLa99 40LI930 603011 
c 000104 O~1359 ~--(502143 00 29.55 . ():3~T2tr"'~~-o~1151B---"o076rr 104901-. ~tf.! ~ 
~D 0 0 3823 l-ojO,(8 2 .. 8890 ~3589 )0'(621 401219 502971" 7 oLI.209~B txJ 
2 0 C 000151 .002030. 0031b2. o o [J?93 0054]4 006522' 100E319 200569 ~ ro 
fJ )) Oe~355 2081~.j~ 3G4(~~ ho023~_~J~.o49.'_O~~~091.;4. ~Oll ~~e829.5. t~ 1-3 
C 000322 0:4293 o~b522 008698 100819 1~28~2eOb69 307495' ~ 







3 0 0 
.---=--~~~~=-:--::::~~~l'"~~O (') 
H =00012j =O()1104 =Ocl~19 =Oolbbb =Uq)2.1~ <mO o2428 .=Oe3~75 =o<»~744 ~ 1-3 
C 001580 104007 1e9109 2q32'/1 2Q6T/4 209801 309052 503522 ~ trJ 
OD 00680 60621 90741 120767 15072:/ 180640 300005 57 «l55~ t:j t1 
B =000125 =0010.?1 ~Oo1352 =001593 =Oo17b2 =001934 =Oe25,4 =O~2728 2\ 
2 0 0 
201 C O~2ao5 107020 20Z{88 20'1421 301305 304667 405031 601711 
a.t CD 00'746 '{ 0162 lOoL~69' 1,0662 160780 19$847 311')803 600771 
midspan H =OoU126 =Ooo~4o =Oo116u ""001294 =Oolj,/c =001414 =001377 ~Ooo745 
midwa.y 202 C 002429 109756 206061 301090 305305 308962 -S,,03'33 609026' 
between CD 00811 70656 110126 14~J~69 1"'(0730 200936 330433 63Q703 
Beams ------··~B----~Oou129 ccOeOSS'( -::O~04~O -O,,02y8 =OoOO~l 000229 Oo-r~ICf---O~49l5 
C a.nd D 205 C 003691 206704 3b4234 400220 405269 4,,9686 603690 807607 
CD 10001 8~990 12q)903 160662 2003"23 23(1929 37 &969 710961 
B =000131 OeOl?5 000'/85 Oolso4· . ,Oo22b? 003046 . .. ,006217 103774 
300 C 005'152 30·5662 4046SJ9 .. 5~1948 5081:50 603591 801216 1102123 
CD 10253 100346 140640 180755 220763 260699 420022 790012 
H =OoOlcl 00187-2 Uo.?522 005215 0&690<) Oob5d4. , . ~105012 .209124 
C 009652 408839 600208 609474 707473 804604 1007917 1409263 ~ 












TABLE ISo COEFFICIENTS FOR 11IDSPAN DEFLECTIONS 
Relative stiffness of reams A= 40 Aspect Ratio b/a ~ 003 
Position Midspan 
s g cry b2 
~cn 






by h 0002 002 0~3 004,' 005. 006 loa 2cO 
1 2 rr---O-;-oo24 0 0 0243 0 0 0;64 000485 0 Q 060, 00 0724 -O-;rr9T----U~-~Z98 
o D 000156 001552 OQ2310 003047 003761 004449 006936 101732 
c 000037 000364 0005[6 000724 000901 Oo'lmS 001754 003337" 
103 D 0,,0234 002310 003407 004449 '005430 006352 Oo9?37 105354 
C 000061 000605 OoOgOl 001191 001475 001754 01»2825 005258 
D 000390 003761 005430 006936 008297 009537 103645 200930 
~1~o7~~=-C~'-' Oo0085~~~ O.,124B 0&1643 O:29~,9 00,2405 OO,3B5' Oo~020 F: 
, D Oo05Lt6 005109 = 00 (219 0,(19054· 1$Ob70 ,,102134 L,6909 205341 ~ , 
2~0 ~ 000122 001191 Oor(~4 00 2298 Oo~825 00'33'3'7 005258 009'-t32' i~-lro 
D 030780 006936 0095'57 101732 103645 1 o 535tt 200930 300776 ~~'-3 
:3 00 -=u OoO~3 =o.~29B Oo3?:i7 004320 O~52?8 0&6156 oo943~ lo~102 f4 ~ 
IG5 
, D 001552 1017-32 1053?4 ._108342 20·0930 203240 30 0770 40)970 ~. 
o 2'0 C=-:' o~ oo3hs2 004570 0~5412 ~oo6075 005617 008.139 lo~ §~ 






C and D 
2~1 C 000555 001+519 005819 606896 ,do7700 0083'63 10026~?062 §tJ 
CD 00072 00618 00838 10023 10186 10335 10858 20970 ~ 
c 000705 oo!J469 0(97012 Oo81~-·' oc9077 009838 102052 .10$375 
CD 0&087 00718 00958 10158 1033'6 10498 20061 3o~9 2CJ2 
205 C 001151 ~--O:r777 (J09681 lo11G8 lo~58 10;229 106131 ~0644 
.. CD 00132 009.52 10230' 10460 10662 10846' 20485 30808 
300 c') 001874 loP534 102793 104506 1~5.907 107193 200743 206546 
CD Oe204 10221 10531 1~787' 20011 20214 20914 40335 
4 0 a, 003215 14i215 109914 1&899.0 20P79~ 202187 206751 304149 













TABLE 1<;:0 COEFFICIENTS FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTIONS 
Rela.tive stiffness of bea.ms ~= 80 Aspect Ratio b/e. = 003 
Position Midspan 
of load oL, Deflection 











C and D 
Divided 
by h 
U~U2 - - TY;Z--u- P--·~()~3·- O~4------a-~~ 006 -~-------roD.----. ~-~-O 
C 000021 OQ0215 0 0 0323 (100431 0 0 '0539 000647 Oa>1078 00'2138" 
D 000245 002405 0035·39 0~4604 00·5604 006536 009708 10·5379 1()2 
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TABLE 200 COEFFICIEN~rS FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTIONS 
Relative stiffness of beams ~= 120 Aspect Ratio b/a = 0 0 3 
Position Midspan 
s= Or b2 
E ch 
of load oL. Deflection 
Divided 
by h 
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TABLE 210 COEFFICIENTS FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTl:ONS 
Relative stiffness of beams A = 180 Aspeot Ratio b/a = 0 0 3 
Position Midspan (Jy b2 
of load ~ Deflection 










C and D 
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TABIB 22., COEFFICIENTS FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTION 
Relative stiffness of beams A == 260 Aspeot Ratio bla = 0.3 
Position 
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TABIB 230 COEFFICIENTS FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTION 
Relative stiffness of beams A = 400 Aspect Ratio b/a :: 003 
~~~~~.~~--~~-----. 
~osition 
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E ch 
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TABLE 24.e COEFFICIENTS FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTION 
Relative stiffness of beams 1\= 1000 Aspect Ratio b/a = 003 
Position Midspan 
of load ~ Deflection 
Divided 
by h 
S :: cry b2 
B oh 
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C and D 
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TABLE 250 COEFFICIENTS FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTION 
Relative stiffness of beams A= 40 Aspeot Ratio biB. = 004 
Midspan 
oL, Deflect ion 
Divided 
by h 
s = ,(Jy b2 
II: oh 
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• TABLE 26., COEFFICIENTS FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTION 
Relative stiffness of beams A= 80 Asp~ct Ratio b/a = 004 
Position Midspan 
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TABLE 27 0 COEFFICIIENTS FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTION 
Rela.tive stiffness, of beams Alfol 120 : Aspect Ratio b/a ~ 004 
Position Midspan 2 S:=cry~ of load ol; Deflection 
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TABLE 280 COEFFICIENTS FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTION 
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TABLE 29 0 COEFFICIENTS FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTION 
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TABLE 300 COEFFICIENTS FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTION 
Relative stiffness of beams A = 400 Aspect Ratio bla = 004 
Position 










t;d Beam D 
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D O~0985 0~8897 1<)2278 1~5100 1~7518 1~9641 206334 307541 g tnJ 
C 000012 000113 00'0308 o~o462 Oe06~8 000802 001540 003484 ~ m 
U 0~1378 101653 1~5'612 1~8822 2:1541 2~3920 3~1425 4~4160 ~ ~ 
1$5 
107 
(j 000017 00-0287 000508 000751 00[007 o~1271 002;66005164 ~ 
H 2~O D 001963 1~5100 1~9641 2;32t9 206334 2~9018 3e7547 502261 ~ H 
~ .. ~ C 000035 000751 001271 001813 Oo23~6 Oo29~ 'Oo51Gi 100634 § Q 
;0 D 003866 20326<) 2'09018 303622 3 Ef7546 40,1018 I) 02267 7 62336 ~ ..:I 
~ 8~ 
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midway 2~2 CD 00166 10561 - 20295 3~010 30712 4;403" 7,,089 130509 
between 2 C 000848 0061.98 ,.i O~9372 1~1636 lo3t5M. lc~B13 201622, 302189 
Beams 0,5 CD 00191 10744 20533 3-0292 4.,027- 4,,743 70482 130859 
C and D 300 c 001392 lct0742 104612 107939 2~o866 '~e348t) 3Q191! 40 592? 
CD 00235 2~034 2$90ID 30114 40487 50229 7099~ 140192 
c o~246 107622 20'3362 2~810i '302148 305691 4~6733 6oIi4b9 
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TABLE 31c COEFFIC IENTS 'FOR MIDSPAN DEFLECTIONS 
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D 0~0447 004414 006525 00'8538 l~o442 1~2235 108405 209299 
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B~am Nos o 1 
TABLE 320 COMPARISON OF COMPtrrED DEFLroTIONS 9 MOMENTS)) 
AND STRAINS OF SPECIMEN ONE WITH TEST RESULTS 
Midspan ~.id~pan Residual Lood Load Midspan Mid.span ~ximum Maximum 
Darlo Derl a Derlo Taken By Taken By Moments Moments Strain ~t Plate 
BelamB Beams BealMl Beams Beams Beam..~ Beams Midspan Strain 
3 &, 4 2 & 5 3&4 )&4 2 & 5 ~ & '5 ;3&4, Beams Ufia~f ~d 
3 & 4 
ina in Q ino k:1~ kips inokips in'o kl~ ino per ino ino per ino 
0 0 22 =QeOl 0001 J2c9 =281 =23 386* 000022 0 00064 
0 0 29 =0002 {) 35~4 =3&1 =46 «2 Oe0073' -, 0 0 0045 
0048 0 0 04 0 0 25 360 1 502 51 454 0 0 014 OoOOSS 
0064 00 00 (Q)c~Cl 3906 3()7 46 495 00 031 OeOO6S 
0 0 18 0 0 09 00 51 41cp4 1205 141 486 0 0 029 0 0 0097 
0 0 81 00 06 0051 ¥e3 1102 140 528 00045 Oo005S 
11'08 0 0 14 Oe69 4209 20 0 9 231 493 0 0 032 00 0111-
1~O1 0 0 11 00 69 44e1 20 0 5 256 558 00 058 0..,OOS6 
I 1 t I I I * M@~nts ~~e @bt~ined from measured atrains 
2 3 4 5 6 
by UBing moment=strain relationship for the 
beams 9 (See Figo 22)0 











TABLE 3J<J COMPARISON OF COMPUTED DEFLECTIONSs> MOMENTS~ 
AND STRAINS OF SPECIMEN TWO WITH TEST RESULTS 
Spe~imen Midspan Midspan ReSlidual wad Load Midsp:1riJ. MidsplD. MlxC!l Strain 
Load in Derlo Daflo' Derlo Take~ By Taken By Mome:Qts Moment at Midspln 
kips Beam Beams Beam Beam Beams Beams Beam Beam 
4 .3 & 5 4 \4 .3 & 5 3 & 5 4 4 
ino ino ino kips ki~ ino kips ino kips ino per ino 
Test 0 0 22 0 0 04 0 0 01 32 e 6 505 60 0 1 390~ 0 0 0024 
40 gj~ !;:O Theory 0 0 23 . 000.3 0 32t)6 50 0 6202 408 000029 
lxj ~: rJ.l Test 00 55 0010 00 26 36 0 5 1501 164 482 0 0 02.8 ~8 8 60 !:U 3606 !:U Theory 0 0 55 0 0 07 0023 1309 171 457 0 0 013 ~H H 
Q Test Oe82 0 0 16 0 0 45 37/7 2407' 279 512 0 0 043 ~~ 1-3 ~o lxj 8~ Theory 0 0 77 0 0 13 0 0 44 3902 2401 301 491 0 0 028 ~t:J t=' 
Test 10 03 0 0 22 0 0 59 3902 3.3«>5 387 523 00047 
100 
0 0 58 Theory 0 0 94 09 17 4102 3202 403 515 0 0 040 
I I I 1 I I I iJY, 'lobmsxj):tfj V5l~E!! obtalD.€~d·; fi'©D1 m6as~leld 
Beam. Nos o 1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 strains by using moment=s~aill ree:. lationship fOT the beamss> (See Figo 








Test 10 08 
!:U 80 
t:rJ The(Jlry 1019 
l"J) 
8 Test 1043 
!:O 100 
H Thso];'y 1041 
0 
t-3 Test 1078 
t%J 120 
t:J Theory 1066 
Test 1096 
140 
Theory 1 0 83 
I 
Beam Nos o 1 
TABLE 340 COMPARISON OF COMPUTED DEFLECTIONS 9 MOMENTS 9 
AND STRAINS OF SPECIMEN THREE WITH TEST RESULTS 
Midspan Midspan Residual Load wad Mids:PllR Midspan Maximum Maximum 
Derlo Deflo Derlo Taken By Taken By Moments Moments Strain a.t Plate 
BeaXMl Bea~ Beams Beams Beams BeamB Beams Midspan Strain 
3&4 2; & 5 3&4 :3 & 4 2 & 5 :2 & 5 :3 & 4 BasD'JB Under Load 
3&4 
ino ino ino klp8l kips ino ki~o i~ k~,~ ina pel" ino ino per inG 
0 0 42 O()O2 0016 42 0 6 =108 =4 476* 01;)014 000087 
00 74 =0001 0®38 410 8 =2<38 =35 522 0 0 039 000033 
0 0 76 0006 0 0 46 4502 407 60 510 0 0026 0 00094 
1006 0 0 02 0067 4507 307 46 511 0 0 062 000037 
10 04 0 010 00 72 4908 100 3 12S 524 00032 0 00101 
1031 0006 0 0 99 4806 100 9 136 607 0 0 078 0 0 0039 
1028 0 014 0093 5102 16&5 201 532 00036 000102 
1051 0010 10 07 5101 180 2 227 639 0 0 096 000043 
I I ! I I I ~ MOments were obtained from measured strains by using moment=strain relationship for the 
2 
.3 4 5 6 beams 9 {See Figo 22)0 







'" 00 0 
TABLE J5~ COMPARISON OF COMPUTED DEFLECTIONS9 MOMENTS 9 
AND STRAINS OF SPECIMEN FOUR WITH TEST RESULTS 
SpeGimen Mldsp1n MlcWpln Residual Load Load Midsp1n Midspan Maxo Strain 
Load in Derlo Deflo Darlo Takellt By Taken By Moments Moment at Mldsp:in 
kips Beam Beams Beam Beam Beams Beams Beam Beam 
4 .3 & 5 4 4 J & 5 .3 & 5 4 4 
ino ino in.., kips kips ino ki~ inc) kips ino per ino 
Test 0 0 29 0010 0 20 0 1 50 8 62 256~ 000025 
30 ~pj l::d The{9:t>y 0032 OoOS 0 2101 ~o6 10 285 OeOO41 
~ ~: tr.l Test 0 0 54 0017 0 0 20 20 0 0 10 Q1 118 310 0..,025 
8 40 ~~ 
pj Theory 0 055 0 015 0005 210g 1005 131 294 OoO:Jl2 pj 
H ~H 
0 Test 0 0 74 0 0 23 0 0 33 2105 1'02 169 318 000300 ~o 1-3 50 t-3 
tJ:j TheQ):irY 0071 00 21 0 0 20 2204 140 8 185 302 OoOlS t-3tzJ t.jtj t:t !:2l 
Test 008S 002S 0,,44 22 00 1900 216 :320 00032 
60 
Theory 0 0 86 0 0 27 0 0 34 2209 19 0 0 231 :309 00024 
I I I ! Ii ~ MOments were obtained from measured strains 
Beam. Noso 1 2 3 4 5-
by using moment=strain lrelationship for the 
beams~ (See Figo 22)0 
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STRAIN IN IN. PER IN. STRAIN IN IN. PER IN. 










Yield Ultimate Per- Percert Yield Ultimate Per- Percent 
Point cent Red. in Point cent Red. in 
psi psi Elong. Area psi psi E long. Area 
58,800 75,400 34.0 66.4 105,200 115,200 20.9 65.4 
64,800 80,600 29.5 71,.6 104,300 116,700 21.5 66.1 
62,200 76,900 29.5 67.0 104,500 116, 100 19.7 72.1 




STRESS STRAIN CURVES AND 
PROPERTIES OF PLATE AND BEAM 
(a) SPECIMEN TWO UNDER LOAD OF 200 KIPS 
(b) SPECIMEN ONE AT MAXIMUM LOAD 
FIG. 2. TEST SPECIMENS ON PIERS AND IN 
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FIG. 3. COMPARISON OF MEASURED STRESS IN BOTTOM FIBERS 
OF BEAMS WITH COMPUTED STRES S { BULL.336} 
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TRANSVERSE CENTERLINE SECTION OF SPECIMEN 
2 3 4 5 6 J 
I.. 12" ~JfIf 12" ~~u - 12" . ,.1.. 12" -;F~- 12" ----;J 
--- RESIDUAL DEFLECTIO 
LOAD DEFLECTION 
FIG. 4 DEFLECTIONS UNDER LOAD AND RESIDUAL DEFLECTIONS OF TRANSVERSE 
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--- RESIDUAL DEFLE CTI ON S 
-- LOAD DEFLECTIONS 
FIG. 5 DEFLECTIONS UNDER LOAD AND RESIDUAL DEFLECTIONS OF TRANSVERSE SECTION 
AT CENTERLINE OF SECOND TEST SPECIMEN 
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-I ~ 2.J-- ~1 Jll 1--- RESIDUAL DEFLECTIONS LOAD 
DEFLECTIONS 
FIG. 6 DEFLECTIONS UNDER LOAD AND RESIDUAL DEFLECTIONS OF TRANSVERSE 
SECTION AT CENTERLINE OF THIRD TEST 
SPE'CIMEN 
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FIG.7 DEFLECTIONS UNDER LOAD AND RESIDUAL DEFLECTIONS OF TRANSVERSE SECTION 
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FIG. 8 TRANSVERSE. STRAINS IN MICROINCHES IN THE PLANE OF PLATE ALONG 
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FIG. 9 TRANSVERSE STRAINS IN MICROINCHES IN THE PLANE Of PLATE ALONG LONGITUDINAL LINE 
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CENTER DEFLECTION IN IN. 
FIG. 12. MIDSPAN LOAD DEFLECTION RELATIONSHIP FOR SIMPLE BEAM STRIP 
SIMPLE SUPPORTS 



















(c) LOAD DEFLECTION CURVE FOR 
CENTER SPR'ING REPRESENTING 
T-BEAM 
FIG.13. ACTUAL -STRUCTURE AND 
REPLACEMENT STRUCTURE 
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(b) REPLACEMENT STRUCTURE 
Qc 
-Qo k= 50.6 E Ib 
0 3 




(c) LOAD DEFLECTION CURVE FOR CENTER 
SPRING S REPRESENTING T- BEAMS 
FIG.14. ACTUAL STRUCTURE AND ASSUMED 
REPLACEMENT STRUCTURE FOR LOAD BETWEEN 
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Yc deflection 
(c) LOAD DEFLECTION CURVE FOR CENTER 
SPRING REPRESENTING T- BEAM 
FIG. 15. ACTUAL STRUCTURE AND ASSUMED 
REPLACEMENT STRUCTURE FOR LOAD BETWEEN 
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TRANSVERSE DIRECTION 
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TRANSVERSE SECTION 
DIAGRAM SHOWING 
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FIG. 17. DEFLECTION COEFFICIENTS FOR DEFLECTION UNDER 
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FIG. 19. VARIATION OF CENTER BEAM DEFLECTIONS 
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a = I. 5 
CENTER BEAM DEFLECTION DIVIDED BY PLATE THICKNESS 
FIG. 20. VARIATION OF CENTER BEAM DEFLECTIONS 
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(0) PLAN VIEW OF DECK 
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FIG.28. DECK STRUCTURE CONSIDERED IN 
ILLUSTRATIVE DESIGN PROBLEM 
RESTR!CTED 
